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Abstract. Cosmic acceleration is explained quantitatively, purely in general
relativity with matter obeying the strong energy condition, as an apparent effect due
to quasilocal gravitational energy differences that arise in the decoupling of bound
systems from the global expansion of the universe. “Dark energy” is recognised as
a misidentification of those aspects of gravitational energy which by virtue of the
equivalence principle cannot be localised. Matter is modelled as an inhomogeneous
distribution of clusters of galaxies in bubble walls surrounding voids, as we observe.
Gravitational energy differences between observers in bound systems, such as galaxies,
and volume–averaged comoving locations in freely expanding space can be so large that
the time dilation between the two significantly affects the parameters of any effective
homogeneous isotropic model one fits to the universe. A new approach to cosmological
averaging is presented, which implicitly solves the Sandage-de Vaucouleurs paradox.
Comoving test particles in freely expanding space, which observe an isotropic cosmic
microwave background (CMB), possess a quasilocal “rest” energy E = 〈γ(τ,x)〉mc2
on the spatial hypersurfaces of homogeneity. Here 1 ≤ γ < 32 : the lower bound
refers to fiducial reference observers at “finite infinity”, which is defined technically
in relation to the demarcation scale between bound systems and expanding space.
Within voids γ > 1, representing the quasilocal gravitational energy of expansion
and spatial curvature variations. Since all our cosmological measurements apart
from the CMB involve photons exchanged between objects in bound systems, and
since clocks in bound systems are largely unaffected, this is entirely consistent with
observation. When combined with a non–linear scheme for cosmological evolution
with back–reaction via the Buchert equations, a new observationally viable model of
the universe is obtained, without “dark energy”. A quantitative scheme is presented
for the recalibration of average cosmological parameters. It uses boundary conditions
at the time of last scattering consistent with primordial inflation. The expansion
age is increased, allowing more time for structure formation. The baryon density
fraction obtained from primordial nucleosynthesis bounds can be significantly larger,
yet consistent with primordial lithium abundance measurements. The angular scale
of the first Doppler peak in the CMB anisotropy spectrum fits the new model despite
an average negative spatial curvature at late epochs, resolving the anomaly associated
with ellipticity in the CMB anisotropies. Non–baryonic dark matter to baryonic matter
ratios of about 3:1 are typically favoured by observational tests. A number of other
testable consequences are discussed, with the potential to profoundly change the whole
of theoretical and observational cosmology.
Keywords: Cosmology, dark energy, dark matter, cosmological parameters
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1. Introduction
It is a cornerstone of cosmology that the observed near exact isotropy of the cosmic
microwave background radiation (CMBR), together with the assumption that our
spatial location is not special – the Copernican or Cosmological Principle – leads to
the conclusion that, to a reliable degree of approximation, we live in a homogeneous
isotropic universe characterised by a Friedmann–Lemaˆıtre–Robertson–Walker (FLRW)
geometry. However, although the matter distribution was certainly very homogeneous
at the epoch of last–scattering when the CMBR was laid down, in the intervening
aeons the matter distribution has become very inhomogeneous through the growth of
structure, and the problem of fitting a smooth geometry to a universe with a lumpy
matter distribution [1, 2] is central to relating observations to the numerical values of
the averaged parameters which describe the Universe and its evolution as a whole.
Our conventional interpretation of observations within the FLRW models has
yielded a standard model of cosmology in broad agreement with observations. However,
this model requires that most of the matter in the universe is in forms of clumped
non–baryonic dark matter and smooth dark energy, the nature of which has been
described by many commentators as the greatest challenge to science. Furthermore,
even if a mysterious dark energy is accepted, the parameters which provide the best fit
to observation also give a model with a number of puzzling anomalies. These include:
the apparent very early formation of galaxies [3]; the low power of the quadrupole in
the spectrum of the CMB radiation anisotropies and the unexplained alignments of low
multipoles which theory says should be random [4]; ellipticity in the CMB anisotropies
consistent with the geodesic mixing expected from average negative spatial curvature
[5]; and the fact that the baryon to photon ratio which best fits CMBR anisotropy data
[6] gives, via big bang nucleosynthesis, a predicted lithium abundance at variance with
what is observed [7]. Recent astronomical observations of one globular cluster suggest
a possible resolution of the lithium anomaly in terms of stellar astrophysics [8], but this
remains to be confirmed by modelling.
Another puzzle, serious enough to be described as a “crisis” [9], is that our present
universe is dominated by voids which are far emptier than predicted by models of
structure formation. The present clumped matter distribution is inhomogeneous, with
an observed hierarchical structure, the largest structures being clusters and superclusters
of galaxies bound in walls and filaments surrounding voids. Some 40–50% of the volume
[10] of the universe at the present epoch is in voids of order 30h−1Mpc in diameter, h
being the dimensionless Hubble parameter, H0 = 100h km sec
−1Mpc−1, and there is
much evidence for voids of 3–5 times this size [11], as well as local voids on smaller
scales [12]. When considering the volume fraction of voids on all scales, it appears that
our observable universe is “void–dominated” at the present epoch.
In this paper I propose that the resolution of various cosmological anomalies is
related to understanding why our universe is dominated by voids, and to taking the
correct average of such an inhomogeneous matter distribution to obtain the smoothed
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Hubble flow. This involves careful examination of the operational understanding of the
relationship between our measurements and the average FLRW geometry. I will do so
by addressing central issues which are ambiguous in general relativity and often ignored
in cosmology: the definition of gravitational energy, and the question of what is meant
by the expansion of space and its influence on bound systems.
While the definition of gravitational energy in general is difficult and possibly
unresolvable in general relativity on a completely arbitrary background, I propose that in
model universes which are inhomogeneous but began from very close to an homogeneous
state with scale–invariant density perturbations, as ours did, there is a clear physical
answer operationally. The answer put forward here has the consequence that all average
cosmological parameters must be recalibrated, as we have systematically ignored the
variation in quasilocal gravitational energy in the universe at late epochs in so far as
it affects the rest–energy of ideal comoving observers, and the synchronisation of their
clocks with respect to ours. Understanding this point may make it possible to obtain
a viable model of the universe, without a substantial fraction of dark energy at the
present epoch. Furthermore, the new paradigm suggests a framework in which other
cosmological puzzles could conceivably be resolved, as shall be discussed.
There are two key elements to the new solution. The first is the fact that in an
inhomogeneous universe the appropriate averaged Einstein equations which describe
the dynamical evolution of the universe are not the Friedmann equation, but modified
equations obtained by a suitable non–linear averaging scheme, for which a number of
possible alternatives exist [13, 14]. Such schemes cannot succeed, however, unless the
average quantities are understood operationally rather than by convention. In this paper
I argue that the second key element to obtaining a viable cosmology involves a careful
examination of the physical meaning of the time parameter of the averaging scheme
and its operational relationship to the proper time of observers in galaxies. Since time
parameterisations in an arbitrary inhomogeneous universe are also inhomogeneous, this
is not a trivial issue.
In this paper I will propose a new relationship between our measurements and
those of volume–averaged observers. Since the proposal overturns a standard simplifying
assumption that has been made for 80 years, but is not demanded by general relativity
or observation, its intuition – already briefly outlined in a limiting case in a previous
paper [15] – may not be obvious. The purpose of this paper therefore is to provide an
expository clarification of the physical basis of the new solution to the fitting problem
at a conceptual level. Sufficient quantitative details and numerical examples will be
provided to demonstrate that it is likely that a new concordance cosmology can be
found purely with matter obeying the strong energy condition. However, the numerical
derivation of best–fit cosmological parameters is left to other papers [16, 17].
Firstly let me briefly outline what is already well–known about cosmic averages in an
inhomogeneous universe. Conventionally we assume that the universe is homogeneous
and isotropic on a suitably large scale, take smoothed averages of the curvature and
energy–momentum and substitute these in the Einstein equations, giving the standard
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Friedmann and Raychaudhuri equations. However, since the Einstein equations are local
and non–linear, strictly speaking we should start with an inhomogeneous curvature and
energy–momentum, evolve these via the Einstein equations and then take the average.
This yields equations corrected by a back–reaction.
There are many alternatives to averaging, depending on whether one chooses to
begin by averaging tensor quantities [14], or scalars [13], for example, and whether one
chooses spacelike volume averages or null cone averages. As one example, for irrotational
dust cosmologies, characterised by an energy density, ρ(t,x), expansion, θ(t,x), and
shear, σ(t,x), on a compact domain, D, of a suitably defined spatial hypersurface of
constant average time, t, and spatial 3–metric, 3gij(t,x), average cosmic evolution in
Buchert’s scheme [13] is described by the exact equations
3
˙¯a
2
a¯2
= 8πG〈ρ〉 − 1
2
〈R〉 − 1
2
Q, (1)
3
¨¯a
a¯
= − 4πG〈ρ〉+Q, (2)
∂t〈ρ〉+ 3
˙¯a
a¯
〈ρ〉 = 0, (3)
where a¯(t) ≡ [V(t)/V(t0)]1/3 with V(t) ≡ ∫D d3x√det 3g, overdot denotes a t–derivative,
Q ≡ 2
3
〈
(θ − 〈θ〉)2〉− 2〈σ〉2
=
2
3
(〈θ2〉 − 〈θ〉2)− 2〈σ〉2 , (4)
and angle brackets denote the spatial volume average of a quantity, so that 〈R〉 ≡(∫
D
d3x
√
det 3gR(t,x)
)
/V(t) is the average spatial curvature, for example. The
following integrability condition follows from (1)–(4):
∂t
(
a¯6Q)+ a¯4∂t (a¯2〈R〉) = 0. (5)
The extent to which the back–reaction, Q, can lead to apparent cosmic acceleration or
not has been the subject of much debate [18]–[20].
Despite the common misrepresentation in the literature that “we measure
acceleration” since we actually measure apparent magnitudes of type Ia supernovae
(SneIa), we are in reality determining luminosity distances as a function of redshift.
The deduction of acceleration requires two time derivatives. The issue of how any time
parameter, t, such as that used in (1)–(5), is related to our own clocks must therefore
be central to the debate about whether cosmic acceleration can be obtained from back–
reaction, and if so what its magnitude is. While the relationship between any two
average cosmic time parameters can be expected to be monotonic on physical grounds,
in the context of inhomogeneous cosmology it cannot simply be assumed that any time
parameter we write down is necessarily the time on our own clocks. The operational
meaning of average cosmic time parameters is central and cannot be ignored.
The subject of inhomogeneous cosmology is a vast one [21], and in examining the
question of back–reaction I shall make particular choices. Firstly, while cosmological
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perturbation theory is highly important near the epoch of last–scattering, I do not
believe that issues concerning back–reaction at the present epoch can be resolved in the
context of perturbation theory. While perturbative approaches have naturally led to
realisation of the significance of back–reaction [19], to account for “74% dark energy”
the effect of back–reaction on the background of the universe would be so great that a
viable quantitative model is beyond the domain of applicability of perturbation theory,
and so these approaches will not be considered further in this paper. Secondly, while
exact inhomogeneous models such as the spherically symmetric Lemaˆıtre–Tolman–Bondi
(LTB) models [22, 23] are immensely useful, both as exact models for isolated systems
in an expanding universe, or as toy models for understanding fundamental concepts,
they could only be applied to the universe as a whole if one abandoned the Copernican
Principle. I am interested in the problem of obtaining the correct homogeneous average
from the inhomogeneous geometry within our present particle horizon volume, and I
shall retain the Copernican Principle. Thus I shall not further consider approaches
based on the exact LTB models [22, 23] or the exact Szekeres models [24].
The outline of this paper is as follows: an outline of broad conceptual issues and
some important preliminary definitions, in particular the notions of finite infinity and the
true critical density are first given in §2 and §3. The key physical ideas are then laid out.
In §4 an implicit solution of the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox is given. In §5 and §6 a
mathematical model is presented, which may offer a simple viable model of the universe
that successfully describes observations from the time of last scattering to the present
epoch, without dark energy. The proof of principle is demonstrated by a numerical
example. In §7 specific quantities associated with the CMB and the early universe
are recalibrated, including the baryon–to–photon ratio, the sound horizon and the
angular scale associated with the first Doppler peak. It is demonstrated that the broad
features of the CMB anisotropy spectrum may be fitted while simultaneously resolving
a number of observational anomalies. The scale of homogeneity is physically identified
with the “comoving” baryon acoustic oscillation scale and consequences for variance of
the Hubble flow are discussed. In §8 the physical implications of the model on relatively
small cosmological scales are considered, and the potential for further cosmological tests
discussed. In §9 arguments are presented as to why the new model universe is a natural
consequence of primordial inflation, and broader questions concerning the primordial
perturbation spectrum are discussed. A concluding discussion is presented in §10, to
which a reader without much time is referred for a summary of the main results.
2. The Copernican Principle
Much of the debate about inhomogeneous back–reaction has centred on perturbation
theory, and has overlooked the key point that in taking averages we must be certain
that we are correctly relating observations to parameters of the average geometry. In
particular, the assumption that the background geometry is very close to an FLRW
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geometry, with the metric
ds¯2 = −dt2 + a¯2(t)dΩ¯2k (6)
where dΩ¯
2
k is the 3–metric of a space of constant curvature, with k = −1, 0,+1, is
well justified by the Copernican Principle, almost exact isotropy of the CMBR and the
average isotropic Hubble flow.
In interpreting (6), it has been assumed since the early days of relativistic cosmology
that the time parameter t, is to a good approximation the time on our own clocks. This
simplifying assumption, made at an early point in most cosmology texts, is not required
by either theory, principle or observation, as I shall now argue. Furthermore, it is not
the natural choice in a far–from–equilibrium universe with the inhomogeneous structure
that grows from an initially almost scale–free spectrum of density perturbations, as one
would expect from primordial inflation.
By the Copernican Principle if we reside at an “average point” on a spatial
hypersurface then observers at other “average points” also measure a near to isotropic
CMBR, apart from a dipole anisotropy of order 10−3 of the mean CMBR temperature
due to small peculiar velocities. However, taking our clocks rates to be very nearly the
same as the clock rates at other average points on an appropriate spatial hypersurface,
involves an implicit assumption over–and–above that implied by the Copernican
Principle. In particular, the na¨ıve identification of surfaces of homogeneity with surfaces
of synchronicity implies that there is a single class of average “comoving” observers who
measure an almost identical mean CMBR temperature. This need not be the case.
In a universe of voids and galaxies confined to bubble walls there are in fact two
classes of average points to consider: (1) the mass–averaged observers residing in bound
systems, typically in galaxies, where space is not expanding; and (2) the volume–
averaged observers in freely expanding space, typically in voids which occupy the largest
volume of space. Both classes of observers can measure an isotropic CMB in accord with
the Copernican Principle, while measuring a different mean temperature and a different
angular anisotropy scale.
Imagine a static geometry such as that of a system of an infinite number of
equidistant black holes of equal electric charges and masses held in equilibrium by
mutual gravitational attraction and Coulomb repulsion. On a large scale, this geometry
is effectively a homogeneous landscape, whether viewed from deep in a gravitational
well close to a mass source or in an almost asymptotic region equidistant from the
closest sources. By gravitational time dilation, however, clock rates at the two vantage
points differ, despite the overall homogeneity. In an expanding universe, the situation is
more subtle, but actually quite similar. In particular, total gravitational energy is very
important in inhomogeneous universes – a point which was realised long ago by Bondi
[23] in his study of the spherically symmetric LTB models [22]. In freely expanding
situations, quasilocal gravitational energy differences can also be significant.
We reside in a gravitationally bound system: locally space has not been expanding
for over 10 billion years. This has the consequence that measurements by our local
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clocks relate parametrically to solutions of the geodesic equations in the Schwarzschild
geometry centred on our sun, with a time parameter related to what is effectively almost
a Killing vector, ∂/∂τ . To match our clock rate, τ , which has been effectively frozen
in for billions of years to the clock rate of the idealised comoving observers at volume–
averaged points of the average geometry (6) involves matching geometry from the scale
of stars, to galaxies, to galaxy clusters, to bubble walls, and ultimately a homogeneous
scale. Until one solves this fitting problem [1, 2] the assumption that our clock rate, τ ,
closely matches the parameter, t, of (6) is an ansatz.
The typical justification for assuming the conventional clock ansatz to be reliable
comes from considerations such as that of particle motion in the Schwarzschild and
Kerr geometries. In the Schwarzschild geometry, a radially moving clock of rest mass,
m, with locally measured velocity βc on a geodesic possesses a conserved energy of
E = (1− rs/r)γmc2, γ = (1− β2)−1/2, (7)
as follows directly from Killing’s equations. Given values of the ratio of the Schwarzschild
radius, rs, of galaxies to their radius, r, and similar calculations for objects in closed
bound orbits, the effect of gravitational binding energy appears to be negligible‡, and
is only significant in the vicinity of highly compact objects such as neutron stars and
black holes. However, considerations with regard to gravitational binding energy do not
translate directly to the quasilocal kinetic energy of expansion and gravitational energy
associated with spatial curvature variations, as I shall argue further in the next section.
The conventional clock ansatz was verified as being consistent by Einstein and
Straus [26] in the Swiss cheese model in which spheres are excised from a dust FLRW
model and replaced by point sources of mass equal to that of the excised dust in
the holes§. Such a model would be accurate if the universe did actually consist of
isolated galaxies moving uniformly in the “coins on the balloon” analogy described in
undergraduate texts. However, the observed void / bubble wall structure indicates
that the actual universe is quite different from this hypothetical situation. In fact,
the difference is important enough to be a phenomenological puzzle. This puzzle, the
Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox‖, arises since we expect that the statistical scatter in
peculiar velocities of galaxies as a fraction of their “recession velocity” should be large
until the scale of homogeneity is approached. In fact, on the scale of 20 Mpc – of order
10% of the scale of homogeneity – the scatter ought to be so large that no linear Hubble
flow should be derivable, statistically speaking. Yet, 20 Mpc is the local scale over which
‡ More rigorous discussions of gravitational binding energy for a perfect fluid source in a quasilocal
framework in stationary spacetimes have been given by Katz, Lynden-Bell and Bicˇa´k [25].
§ The clock rate for an observer in the Einstein-Straus vacuole differs from that of the comoving clock
[27]. However, the differences turn out to be observationally negligible, as has been discussed in detail
by Harwit [28]. I thank a referee for bringing this work to my attention.
‖ My nomenclature derives from the fact that this problem was originally raised by Sandage and
collaborators [29] in objection to de Vaucouleurs’ hierarchical cosmology [30] before the evidence for
the void structure of the universe was as good as it is now. In the literature it sometimes called the
“Hubble–de Vaucouleurs paradox” [31, 32] and sometimes the “Hubble–Sandage paradox” [33].
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Hubble originally obtained his famous linear law. By conventional understanding this
does not make sense.
3. Where is infinity?
It is well–known that the definition of gravitational energy in general relativity is
difficult, since space itself carries energy and momentum. The dynamical nature of
space in general relativity is well illustrated by the phenomenon of frame–dragging in
the Kerr geometry, whereby an infalling test particle initially on a radial geodesic will
rotate more and more with respect to spatial infinity, the closer it gets to the source of
the geometry. The best attempts at quasilocal definitions of energy in general relativity
involve integrals over 2–surfaces [34]–[36], but have not been widely applied in cosmology.
It is intrinsic to the physical assumptions of general relativity that an expanding
universe must possess some sort of gravitational kinetic energy of expansion; yet this is
an issue which is not considered much beyond loosely identifying the l.h.s. of eq. (1) with
such a term when we consider the Friedmann equation (withQ = 0). Our understanding
of such a kinetic energy is based largely on Newtonian thinking, and indeed in the ad
hoc Newtonian derivation of the Friedmann equation, the correspondence is exact, while
the total energy is associated with the spatial curvature term up to an overall sign. To
make progress, we must extend these concepts beyond the Newtonian limit.
Our best understanding of gravitational energy is for exact solutions where space
is assumed to be asymptotically flat or (anti)-de Sitter. Since the universe is not
asymptotically flat, we need an understanding of gravitational energy that extends
beyond bound regions. In his pioneering work on the fitting problem [1], Ellis introduced
the notion of finite infinity, “fi” , as being a timelike surface within which the dynamics
of an isolated system such as the solar system can be treated without reference to the rest
of the universe. No system is truly isolated since we continually receive electromagnetic
and gravitational radiation from distant parts of the universe. However, this radiation
is so small that the solution to the problem of geodesic motion within the isolated
system can be considered without reference to the rest of the universe. Ellis’ suggestion
provides a notional answer to the question of: “Where is infinity?”. Within finite
infinity a solution might be considered to be almost asymptotically flat, and governed
by “almost” Killing vectors.
I now propose to modify Ellis’ suggestion slightly and will identify finite infinity in
terms of average expansion and its relationship to the true critical density.
3.1. The true critical density
It is a direct consequence of averaging in an inhomogeneous universe that the average
internal energy density of a dust universe that we would measure at the present epoch is
not the same as the time evolution of the average density that we would have measured
at some time in the past. In terms of Buchert’s scheme, the non–commutativity of
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averaging and time evolution is described by the exact relation [13]
d
dt
〈Ψ〉 − 〈dΨ
dt
〉 = 〈Ψθ〉 − 〈θ〉〈Ψ〉 (8)
for any scalar, Ψ, such as the internal energy density, ρ.
In Buchert’s scheme it is natural to rewrite (1) as
ΩD
M
+ ΩDk + Ω
D
Q
= 1, (9)
where
ΩD
M
≡ 8πG〈ρ〉
3H¯
2 , Ω
D
k ≡ −
〈R〉
6H¯
2 , Ω
D
Q
≡ − Q
6H¯
2 , (10)
and H¯ ≡ ˙¯a/a¯. It should be noted that density parameters are considered as fractions
of the region–dependent quantity 3H¯
2
/(8πG), which does not, however, play the role
of a critical density in delineating the critical case between a “closed” and an “open”
universe.
If we fit an FLRW model to the averaged geometry then there are further issues
associated with matching volumes of a homogeneous isotropic model, which Buchert
and Carfora have described by the slogan [37]: “Cosmological parameters are dressed”.
Quantities such as ΩD
M
must still be corrected by volume factors to get the equivalent
“dressed” parameters of the equivalent FLRW model, which according to an earlier
estimate of Hellaby [38] can give corrections of 10–30%. Once again, however, the
dressed parameters are still region dependent quantities, and one does not have the
notion of a critical density. So is there a notion of critical density, and if so where is it
to be found?
I will now make the following crucial physical observation. By the evidence of the
CMB, the universe at last scattering was very close to being truly homogeneous and
isotropic. Therefore an operational definition of critical density does exist, provided we
assume the Copernican Principle and accept that the universe was globally smooth at
that epoch and not just in our present past horizon volume. This might also be viewed
as a direct consequence of primordial inflation, as is further discussed in §9.
At the epoch of last scattering, ti, the Hubble expansion was uniform, as the local
velocity perturbations were tiny. Given a uniform initial expansion rate there must have
existed a uniform critical density of matter required for gravity to be able to eventually
bring that expansion to zero. This critical density, ρcr(ti), therefore sets a universal
scale which delineates the boundary between density perturbations which will become
bound, as opposed to density perturbations which are unbound.
This may seem a trivial point. However, when one considers an inhomogeneous
evolution it is clear that the average Hubble parameter on a given domain does not
correspond to the time evolved critical density, whether in a dressed or undressed form.
The na¨ıve use of the Friedmann equation in cosmology to date means that we could
well be making a gross error in choice of background in structure formation studies.
In particular, we estimate the critical density by extrapolating back in time using our
present Hubble parameter, H0, assuming the evolution of the universe is smooth and that
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3H2
0
/(8πG) is the critical density at the present epoch, when it is not. If the total density
of the universe is very close to one, this has the effect that we can mis-estimate the
background density of the universe at early epochs where structure formation boundary
conditions are set. We are in effect perturbing about the wrong background by implicitly
assuming that the average density at the present epoch, as determined by the recent past
within our past light cone, is identical to the universe as a whole. By cosmic variance
there is no reason to expect this to be the case.
3.2. Location of finite infinity
We will define finite infinity as the timelike boundaries which demarcate the boundary
between bound – or more strictly potentially bound – systems and unbound systems,
assuming that the observable universe is at present void–dominated. At the technical
level we will propose the following working definition:
With respect to a foliation of spacetime by spacelike hypersurfaces, finite infinity
is identified with the set of timelike boundaries of (disjoint) compact domains, FI ,
within which the average expansion vanishes, while being positive outside:
(i) 〈θ(p)〉
F
I
= 0;
(ii) ∃ DI such that FI ⊂ DI and θ(p) > 0 ∀ p ∈ DIr FI (11)
The index, I, is taken to run over the disjoint domains. Thus finite infinity, fi ≡ ∪I∂FI .
Finite infinity becomes operationally defined only once collapsing regions form, and
each FI is centred on a region which is initially collapsing. Furthermore, the average
is a volume average over the smallest scales on which (11) applies. Each DI must be
contained within the particle horizon volume at any epoch.
θ<0Collapsing Expanding
Finite infinity <θ>=0
<θ>=0 θ>0
θ>0
Virialized
Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the notion of finite infinity, fi: the boundary
(dashed line) to a region with average zero expansion inside, and positive expansion
outside. It may or may not contain collapsing regions.
Some comments are in order. At first sight, it may seem more natural to identify
finite infinity with the set of timelike boundaries of (disjoint) compact domains, FI ,
outside which the local expansion is positive, rather than using an average. However,
we must bear in mind that pressure, shear and vorticity are neglected here. Vorticity
certainly becomes important when regions collapse, and our present study is within
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the context of an averaging scheme in which the vorticity is neglected. Therefore it
seems that we can only talk about averaged expansion. The specification of the spatial
hypersurfaces on which domains are averaged is deferred until the next section.
We also note that while each FI is centred on an initially collapsing region, to
obtain an averaged zero expansion one must extend FI outwards to connected regions
with positive expansion which will ultimately cease expanding. There is an intrinsic
ambiguity in assigning the shape to the boundary; though there are probably ways to
do this in terms of a surface of minimal proper distance to regions with θ(t,x) ≤ 0 on the
hypersurfaces in question. Thus the zero expansion boundaries, at which θ(t,x0) = 0,
lie within the finite infinity regions. The zero expansion boundary may be thought of as
the instantaneous “tipping point” which separates regions where space is not expanding
from regions where it is expanding. Finite infinity represents a boundary to the region
within which space would ultimately stop expanding if its entire future evolution were
determined from the local dynamics of the FI region alone; a local, rather than a global
statement.
The idea behind our definition – which is the crucial property we wish to preserve
should the technical definition (11) require further refinement – is that the true critical
density may now be defined by
ρcr(τ) = 〈ρ(τ,x)〉F
I
(12)
for each FI defined by (11). Our definition encompasses more situations than envisaged
in the original suggestion of Ellis [1], since it is our aim that it should apply as soon
as regions start collapsing. Since galaxies and clusters of galaxies are still growing by
matter infall at the present epoch, it would not be reasonable to try to define finite
infinity for groups of galaxies as a static boundary at a fixed proper distance from the
barycentre of a mass concentration. Thus while Ellis may have had something closer to
the zero expansion surfaces in mind, our version has greater utility as it will correspond
to a surface where space is locally expanding as long as the observed universe is, and
the true critically density will be directly related to the local expansion, θ
F
I
= 3H¯, at
finite infinity. Here local expansion refers to a small region straddling the finite infinity
boundary in Fig. 1, within which θ > 0.
Physically finite infinity would have to be located well outside the concentrated
visible mass and invisible halo mass of galaxies, and clusters of galaxies. Essentially
one needs to include enough low density regions surrounding the dense cores of bound
structures in order to get an average density which corresponds to the present true
critical density. As long as bound structures are growing the proper distance from the
barycentre of some FI to its finite infinity boundary will increase. The rate of increase of
this distance will be commensurate with the locally measured Hubble flow, H¯ , when the
growth of density contrasts is in the linear regime but will differ in general, particularly
at late epochs.
By our definition the regions FI should be seen as analogues of the spheres cut out
in the Einstein–Straus solution, which also possess a non–static boundary. The principal
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differences are: (i) finite infinity contains an average rather than exact geometry; (ii) no
assumptions about homogeneity are made beyond finite infinity. Beyond finite infinity
we find regions below the true critical density, which are non–uniformly distributed.
In particular, we expect a non–uniform situation in which the expansion within the
filamentary structures of the bubble walls is different to the expansion in the voids, if
referred to a single set of clocks.
4. Gravitational energy and the definition of homogeneity
Since a broadly isotropic Hubble flow is observed, it is clear that an average sense
of homogeneity must exist despite the observed large inhomogeneities in the matter
distribution at the present epoch. Reconciling these two facts – which find their
quantitative expression in the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox – one must face what
critics of inhomogeneous back–reaction have described as the “seemingly impossible
burden of explaining why the universe appears to be so well described by a model that
has only very small departures from a FLRW metric” [20].
This section contains the essential conceptual arguments of my proposal. The
“seemingly impossible burden” can be resolved not by departing from an average
FLRW geometry, albeit one that evolves on average with the inclusion of back–
reaction, but by a careful reinterpretation of the relationship between the parameters
of the average homogeneous geometry and our own observations. My proposal will
simultaneously clarify the role of gravitational energy in the averaged cosmology,
and resolve the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox, issues which are fundamental but
otherwise unanswered.
4.1. The locally synchronous gauge
To set the scene, let us carefully examine the gauge choices that have been made in
Buchert’s averaging scheme, and the interpretation of the parameters. For a globally
hyperbolic manifold, we can make a standard 3 + 1-split
ds2 = −ω0 ⊗ ω0 + gij(τ,x)ωi ⊗ ωj, (13)
where
ω
0 = γ(τ,x) dτ,
ω
i = dxi + βi(τ,x) dτ. (14)
Here γ(τ, xk) is the lapse function, which measures the difference between coordinate
time, τ , and proper time, t, on curves normal to hypersurfaces Στ , the unit normal being
nα = (−γ, 0, 0, 0), or nα = γ−1(1, βi). Also, βi(τ, xk) is the shift vector, which measures
the difference between a worldline with fixed spatial coordinate, and the point reached
by following the worldline along the normal n from one hypersurface to the next.
On account of the Bianchi identities, the Einstein equations include the Hamiltonian
and momentum constraints. As a consequence, four out of the ten algebraically
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independent components of the metric (13)–(14) can always be removed locally by gauge
choices at the dynamical level. The choice made by Buchert is to assume that
(i) βi(τ,x) = 0, which is to say that the coordinates are comoving;
(ii) γ(τ,x) = 1, which is to say that if the unit normal, n, is assumed to be the 4–
velocity then τ is the local proper time¶.
Buchert shows that these choices can always be made in irrotational dust
cosmologies [13]. In the presence of a perfect fluid with non–zero pressure, the choice
nαnα = −1 does not generally lead to γ(τ,x) = 1 [39]. However, our concern here is
primarily with dust cosmologies since the universe can be assumed homogeneous and
isotropic before last scattering at the level of accuracy we require. We will be averaging
over scales larger than the domains bounded by finite infinity, and it will be assumed
that at those scales pressures, shear and vorticity can be neglected.
The physical implications of Buchert’s gauge choices need to be examined. The
choice that βi(τ,x) = 0 can be understood as the statement that the momentum flux
within space is neglected at the level of averaging. In particular, spatial variations
in vorticity, i.e., the angular momentum content of space, are neglected, as are non–
expanding regions as compared to expanding regions. The choice that γ(τ,x) = 1 can
be understood as the statement that variations in the gravitational energy of space can
also be neglected at the level of averaging.
It is clear that neither of these gauge choices is appropriate if one actually wishes
to consider the worldlines in collapsing or virialised regions as physically distinct from
worldlines in expanding regions. Since timelike geodesics converge in collapsing regions
comoving coordinates cannot be adopted globally, but only in an averaged sense.
With respect to comoving observers in expanding regions, collapsing regions should
be physically distinguishable in terms of a momentum flux which differs from the
average expansion within the spatial hypersurfaces. Nonetheless, provided the averaging
scale is much larger than collapsing or virialised regions then the choice βi = 0 is
a reasonable one provided all measurements are referred to observers in expanding
regions. Furthermore, since angular momentum perturbations decay in the linear
regime, neglecting vorticity is reasonable. It is only after overdense regions break away
from the Hubble flow that rotation cannot be neglected. As long as we are averaging
over suitably large scales, the effect of vorticity will be a correction, but a small one.
The magnitude of its correction might be judged from any net circulation of galaxy
clusters around voids.
The choice that γ(τ,x) = 1 is less reasonable as a physical assumption, since
density contrasts grow even in the linear regime when one is very close to matter
homogeneity, suggesting possible large variations in gravitational energy. However,
provided all measurements are referred to the same single class of average observers
in freely expanding space, then of course Buchert’s choice γ(τ,x) = 1 is consistent.
¶ The choice γ = 1 is usually part and parcel of what are termed “comoving coordinates”. However,
strictly speaking γ = 1 is an independent gauge choice from βi = 0.
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The crucial issue, however, is that all observers in bound systems – such as ourselves
and all other galaxies – do not reside in regions of locally expanding space. Therefore
they do not follow average geodesics tangent to the average fluid 4–velocity, n¯µ. While
Buchert’s scheme may be consistent if applied to volume–averaged clocks, variations in
gravitational energy and its effect on physical clocks cannot be neglected once back–
reaction becomes completely non–linear. The average surfaces of homogeneity are not
necessarily surfaces of synchronicity of local proper time.
To make this point more transparent we must recall that particle interactions in
relativity involve conservation of 4–momentum, not 4–velocity. Similarly, Einstein’s
equations involve the energy–momentum tensor. Although a dust cosmology has an
energy–momentum tensor
T µν = ρ n¯µn¯ν (15)
this merely represents the internal energy of the fluid. In cosmology the kinetic energy
of the expansion of space is contained in the l.h.s. of Einstein’s equations. This is an
inevitable consequence of the fact that on account of the equivalence principle there
is no local definition of gravitational energy, but at best quasilocal definitions (see,
e.g., [34]–[36]). The kinetic energy content of an expanding space involves motion and
cannot be localised, and so cannot be expressed in the internal form appropriate to
an energy–momentum tensor; instead it is contained in the Einstein tensor. Similarly
spatial curvature cannot be measured at a point but only by geodesic deviation. Thus
variations in spatial curvature between galaxies and voids are encoded in variations of
the total quasilocal gravitational energy within the Einstein tensor. Since the walls
containing galaxies are assumed to be near to spatially flat, with large negative spatial
curvatures only pertaining to voids, the quasilocal curvature variations can well be the
dominant contribution to gravitational energy differences.
By the principles of general relativity, the physical effect of gravitational energy on
local clocks must nonetheless be real, even if it cannot be localised, except in an averaged
sense over a region. Furthermore, if local spatial curvature differs systematically
between bound systems and the volume average, then we cannot na¨ıvely assume
that our measured angular positions of the Doppler peaks in the spectrum of CMB
anisotropies will be the same as those at the volume average. As soon as one is dealing
with a genuinely inhomogeneous cosmology then the operational understanding of our
measurements in relation to those of the average geometry of the universe is a nontrivial
question which must be confronted.
4.2. The quasilocally uniformly expanding gauge
I propose that the ultimate rigorous understanding of the relationship between local
measurements in bound systems and measurements at an average location in freely
expanding space, will be through an extension of quasilocal formulations [25],[34]–[36]
to cosmology. Such an approach has yet to be developed; what is outlined here is an
attempt to come to grips with its essential physical principles. As such the proposal is
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not yet complete. I will write down a quantitatively viable model universe in §5, while
leaving numerous issues to be further refined.
One general feature of many quasilocal approaches is the subtraction of an energy–
momentum integral of a fiducial geometry from an energy–momentum integral of
some more general system – usually a bound system. Typically spatial infinity in an
asymptotically flat spacetime provides the fiducial geometry. There one has a notion of
static or zero–angular momentum observers, with tangent vectors appropriately defined
in terms of timelike Killing vectors. This leads to an appropriate notion of gravitational
binding energy [25]. The idea here, is that in the actual universe similar observers are
still the relevant class for defining the reference point with respect to which we must
quantify the gravitational energy of expansion and global spatial curvature variations
relative to the bound systems within which we live. We no longer have exact Killing
vectors, but approximate Killing vectors within virialised regions, and spatial infinity in
asymptotically flat geometries is replaced by finite infinity, defined in terms of the scale
set by the true critical density.
It is usually assumed implicitly that stars and black holes in distant galaxies are
described in terms of asymptotically flat geometries with a stationary Killing vector,
ξµ, with clock rates synchronised to our own despite the fact that the intervening space
is expanding and not described by timelike Killing vectors. The issue of how this is to
be achieved mathematically is generally not addressed beyond the approximations used
in the Swiss cheese model. I will begin from the premise that the specification of finite
infinity – a direct physical consequence of the initial uniform expansion afforded by
primordial inflation – does allow a means of “asymptotically” synchronising the clocks
corresponding to approximate Killing vectors in disjoint bound systems, even when
clocks in the freely expanding space between such regions are not synchronised but vary
in a way which reflects the underlying gravitational energy variations.
The global vector field, ξµ =
(
∂
∂τ
)µ
, of the geometry (13)–(14) is assumed to be an
“almost” Killing vector within finite infinity regions, but to differ from the local normal
to the spatial hypersurface in general. In the absence of exact asymptotic flatness, it is
normalised according to
〈−ξµnµ〉F
I
= 〈γ(τ,x)〉
F
I
≡ γ
F
I
(τ) = 1 (16)
for all values of wall time, τ . Within the virialised regions within finite infinity it is
assumed that the average geometry is approximately a flat Minkowski geometry. The
timelike direction of this geometry coincides with the “almost” stationary Killing vector
ξµ. To this extent the time variation of γ can be neglected, and we can define static
observers near mass concentrations within the virialised regions in the usual sense as
observers at fixed spatial coordinates with 4–velocity W µ = ξµ/(−ξνξν)1/2 = γ(x)−1ξµ
and 4–acceleration aµ = ∇µ ln γ(x).
Outside finite infinity in freely expanding space it is assumed that when the
geometry (13)–(14) is averaged over regions within voids, in which vorticity, shear and
pressure can be neglected, the shift vector then vanishes at the level of averaging, βi = 0,
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while for any spatial domain, DI , entirely contained within a void
γ
D
I
(τ) ≡ 〈−ξµnµ〉D
I
> 1.
The fact that the lapse function is generally greater than one is a consequence of the
positive gravitational energy associated with negative spatial curvature. The value of
γ
D
I
thus obtained is region–dependent. If we consider a sequence of disjoint spatial
regions of equal proper volume within a void then we expect that
1 = γ
F
I
(τ) < γ
D
1
(τ) < γ
D
2
(τ) < · · · < γ
D
C
(τ),
i.e., that γ
D
I
is progressively greater for averaging regions closer and closer to the void
centre in region DC . Effectively, with respect to finite infinity observers, a comoving
particle of rest mass, m, in freely expanding space possesses a quasilocal “rest” energy
E = 〈γ(τ,x)〉mc2, which increases towards a void centre.
For cosmological scales we are interested in the combined average over all such
spatial scales contained within our present particle horizon volume, H. We will use an
overbar to indicate this “global” average of the lapse function+:
γ¯(τ) ≡ 〈γ(τ,x)〉
H
= −ξµn¯µ = 〈−ξµnµ〉H (17)
The volume–average geometry obtained by averaging (13), (14) over the horizon volume
is then
ds2 = −γ¯2(τ) dτ 2 + g¯ij(τ,x) dxidxj , (18)
where the average of the spatial metric, g¯ij , remains to be discussed.
We note that as is conventional the energy–momentum tensor is given by (15),
where the 4–velocity n¯µ = dx
µ
dt
is written in terms of local proper time, t, on geodesics of
dust “particles” which actually represent averaging regions which are small enough that
the variation of gravitational energy is insignificant. The important physical distinction
is that the time parameter τ of wall observers in typical galaxies is not locally defined
on a volume–average “dust geodesic”. Equivalently, whereas the average dual normals,
n¯µ, may be considered to be tangents to the comoving average dust geodesics with affine
parameter t; they are geodesics with non–affine parameter, τ , if the geodesic equation
is rewritten in terms of dx
µ
dτ
. Since n¯µ = γ¯(τ)−1ξµ, there is a sense in which n¯µ may be
considered to be the volume–averaged extension of the vector field, W µ, associated with
a static observer within finite infinity.
In establishing a non–locally synchronous gauge set by the clocks at finite infinity,
we still have one gauge freedom remaining, as the condition 〈γ(τ,x)〉
F
I
= 1 merely fixes
a reference normalisation of clocks, which might equally have been chosen in reference to
observers at void centres, if that was where typical observers were located. To complete
+ One must be careful to distinguish this averaged expression from the case of tilted cosmologies in
models with perfect fluids with non–zero pressure [40]. There one has a similar non–averaged relation,
Uµnµ = −γ, which arises, however, as a result of a local boost of the unit normal, nµ, relative to the
local fluid 4-velocity, Uµ, which has nontrivial 4-acceleration.
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the identification of surfaces of average homogeneity, we will therefore choose the gauge
by the condition that when averaged over regions, D, of freely expanding space, the
quasilocally measured expansion is a uniform function of local proper time, independent
of spatial location:
dℓr(t)
dt
= vr(t) (19)
where ℓr ≡ V1/3 =
[∫
D
I
d3x
√
3g
]1/3
, for each averaging region DI . We can rephrase this
in terms of a conventional Hubble parameter by choosing the averaging regions to have
equal fiducial proper volumes, even though their spatial curvature will typically vary.
With this understanding, an equivalent statement is
1
ℓr(t)
dℓr(t)
dt
=
1
3
〈θ〉
D
1
=
1
3
〈θ〉
D
2
= · · · = H¯(t), (20)
t being the local proper time in each region. It must be assumed that each averaging
region, DI , is freely expanding at its boundary. Any region, FI , bounded by finite
infinity must be entirely encompassed within a DI : FI ⊂ DI , ∀ I. No averaging region
need necessarily contain a finite infinity – in particular void regions will correspond to
regions DJ , with θ(t,x) > 0 throughout the region as long as the universe is expanding
as a whole – which is assumed throughout this paper.
Eq. (20) can be understood as the physical statement that while the locally
measured proper times, t, and local spatial curvature may both vary over the
hypersurfaces of average homogeneity – the quasilocally measured average expansion
is homogeneous. This provides an implicit resolution of the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs
paradox: a universe which appears to have large voids growing more rapidly than
environments around virialised and collapsing regions, when measured by one set
of clocks, can nonetheless have an almost uniform quasilocal proper expansion.
Operationally, this is possible if we demand that ideal comoving observers measure
an isotropic CMB with no peculiar velocity dipole, while making no demands on the
synchronisation of their clocks. This is consistent with non–uniformity in quasilocal
gravitational energy, which translates to non–uniformity in local measurements of the
mean CMB temperature and local average spatial curvature, for which we have only
one data point.
The proposed uniform proper expansion gauge arises by the assumption that on
average the differential increase in local proper volume between voids and filaments
is accompanied by a differential increase in the relative positive gravitational energy
associated with negative spatial curvature, which feeds back on relative clock rates. We
are talking about a circumstance in which total energy is assumed to be conserved∗.
∗ One often sees statements to the effect that in cosmology “energy is not conserved” in a comoving
volume in the presence of pressure, e.g., for a comoving photon gas. (See ref. [32] for an overview.)
What is true is that internal energy is not conserved in such situations. However, since gravitational
energy cannot be localised, one should not talk about energy conservation without a suitable quasilocal
formulation.
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As the universe decelerates much of the kinetic energy of expansion is converted to
different forms: thermal energy and localised forms of mechanical energy, such as
rotational energy, within bound systems where most of the matter is located, and to the
gravitational energy associated with negative spatial curvature within voids. There is of
course also a difference in the kinetic energy of the expansion of space between bound
systems, where this term vanishes, and the voids where it makes a residual contribution.
To have a more direct physical understanding of the proposal, we need to specify
the actual scales relevant to our observed portion of the universe. I will identify these
scales as the bubble walls – namely the filamentary structures containing galaxy clusters
– and voids which the bubble walls surround. Finite infinity domains are contained well
inside bubble walls, where the locally measured expansion♯ defines a local Hubble flow
H¯w(τw) =
1
3
〈θ〉w ≡ 1
aw
daw
dτw
.
The parameter τw coincides with the coordinate τ of (18). We temporarily (until the
end of section §5.2) add the subscript “w” to distinguish it in what follows from the
time parameter τv that results from normalising γ to be unity in dominant void centres.
In principle, the local Hubble flow could be measured by placing spacecraft with
laser–ranging devices near finite infinity. In practice, we must make measurements from
galaxies contained within zero expansion surfaces, which lie within the finite infinity
regions. Operationally, we need to infer H¯ from the expansion between galaxies which
have no peculiar velocity with respect to the cosmic rest frame, within two or more
disjoint finite infinity regions for which the separation of the finite infinity boundaries
is very small. Since average galaxies such as ours do have small peculiar velocities with
respect to the cosmic rest frame, as determined by the dipole anisotropy, in practice
one would need to average over many finite infinity regions to extract the local Hubble
parameter.
Likewise, within the dominant voids the locally measured expansion defines a local
Hubble flow
H¯v(τv) =
1
3
〈θ〉v ≡ 1
av
dav
dτv
.
Since observers are found in bound systems, not in voids, a cosmological test to
determine H¯v is a considerable challenge, as it requires direct access to the clocks that
tick at a rate, τv. Since voids appear to exist on all scales from a dominant volume
fraction with diameters 30 h−1Mpc up to larger scales, and down to minivoids with
diameters of order 1Mpc [12], the time parameter τv must refer to the average extreme
clock rate in the centres of the dominant voids, as measured by volume fraction. Within
♯ There is always an inherent ambiguity in use of the word “local” until one specifies a scale. In
general relativity one strictly uses “local” for a measurement at a point, and other measurements are
“quasilocal”. However, quasilocal measurements can also be made over a great variety of scales. Since
the terminology of “local” Hubble flow is conventionally used, we will assume this applies to the smallest
quasilocal scales over which a linear Hubble law can be extracted, and hope that this use of the word
“local” does not cause confusion as compared to our earlier stricter usage.
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the filamentary bubble walls there are many minivoids, but they contribute to the
expansion of the bubble walls, and the amount by which their clock rates vary will be
smaller as compared to the dominant void scales.
On account of the differences in quasilocal gravitational energy,
dτw
dτv
6= 1 , (21)
so even though H¯v = H¯w, as soon as we try to construct a present horizon volume
average over both walls and voids, if we refer the average to a single set of clocks, this
“global average”‖ will differ from H¯.
To an observer sitting inside a bound galaxy, within an FI region, within a
filamentary wall, it will appear that the Hubble rate determined from galaxies on the
far side of a large local void is somewhat greater than the Hubble rate within her
wall. However, if she accounted for the fact that due to quasilocal gravitational energy
differences the comoving clocks within the voids are ticking faster than her own clocks,
the different Hubble rates become uniform to first approximation. Void “clocks” are
not observed directly – rather the photons in distant galaxies originate within disjoint
finite infinity regions. Thus different apparent Hubble rates are determined by differing
relative path–integrals along the null geodesics.
It must be noted that a larger apparent Hubble rate across voids as opposed to
within bubble walls, is the exact opposite of Newtonian intuition, where one thinks of
an exactly smooth Hubble flow, with local anisotropies being a consequence of peculiar
velocities induced by mass concentrations, with larger Hubble rates expected between
an observer and the directions of largest mass concentrations. I remark that in the
present instance I am considering variations in the underlying Hubble flow, with peculiar
velocities averaged out. This is consistent with the notion that deceleration is more rapid
in regions of greater density. The Newtonian logic, which does not appear to give a very
consistent picture of actual motion in the local volume [41, 42], needs to be revised – a
point to which I will return in §8.
It may come as a surprise that the effect I am proposing can be large, since when
thinking about the effects of gravitational energy on clocks we are most familiar with
bound systems, where the effects of binding energy give only very small differences
between a galactic system and spatial infinity in an asymptotically flat spacetime,
similarly to the small differences expected from (7). Similarly, when we consider the
integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect, we find it to be small because we consider ourselves to
be at the volume average and calculate the effect of small perturbations about that
average. The approach here is different because rather than considering differential
effects about the volume average, I am considering the position of the observer to be
of crucial importance. Since galaxies are bound systems and are not at the volume–
average, there are potentially nontrivial aspects of general relativity to be taken into
account.
‖ It is only global with respect to the entire present particle horizon volume, H, which though
representing the entire presently observable universe, is not the entire universe.
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In particular, the dynamics of expanding space is intrinsically different to the
dynamics of non–expanding space, and there is no inherent reason to expect that when
measured with respect to wall clocks that γ(τ,x) should be only infinitesimally larger
than unity in the voids. There have been 10 billion years or more for the clock rates
to slowly diverge. In the absence of a dark energy component the only absolute upper
bound on the difference in clock rates is that within voids γ(τ,x) < 3
2
, which represents
the ratio of the local expansion rate of an empty Milne universe region to an Einstein–de
Sitter one.
In short, I am proposing a physical understanding of the expansion of space which
attempts to clarify various misconceptions that have plagued efforts to understand this
notion. I suggest that within bound systems space really does not expand at all, just
as simple model calculations in Newtonian gravity [43] and in general relativity [26]
have usually suggested. However, when space does expand its effect on particles “at
rest” should be locally indistinguishable from equivalent motion of particles in a static
space. At a foundational level this can be understood in terms of the equivalence
principle, as I shall discuss in a separate paper [44]. It demands that in considering
widely separated particles we must account for the quasilocal gravitational energy
variations resulting from the differential kinetic energy of the expanding universe and
variations in its spatial curvature. While the average of each of these quantities appears
in the Friedmann equation, their variation cannot be incorporated in the energy–
momentum tensor by virtue of the equivalence principle. Efforts to reparameterise
inhomogeneous back–reaction as a smooth dark energy field [45] can therefore never
be entirely quantitatively successful, as they can never account for the fact that our
measurements differ systematically from those made at the volume average.
On account of a lack of conceptual clarity and the seductive charm of the very
simple FLRW models with which we can perform successful calculations while avoiding
fundamental issues, we have come to a historical situation in which we misidentify
quasilocal cosmological gravitational energy with “dark energy”. As bound system
observers who perform observations on other bound systems, which are in regions of
locally non–expanding space, this circumstance is an unfortunate consequence of an
observer selection effect, and failing to account for the fact that mass and volume
averages can differ drastically. If nature had provided us with observable freely falling
clocks in the depths of voids where space is locally expanding and negatively curved
then, if my thesis is correct, observations of such clocks could well have saved us one or
more decades of work in the progress of theoretical cosmology.
5. A viable model for the observable universe
The simplest nontrivial approximation is a two–scale model, in which there are two
homogeneous average local cosmic times, τw and τv, at finite infinity boundaries within
the walls, and at dominant void centres respectively. Since a true critical density
exists the evolution of finite infinity boundaries gives a notion of true cosmic time,
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τw. However, this parameter differs in general from the volume–averaged comoving
proper time parameter on surfaces of average homogeneity. A suitable “global average”
Hubble parameter is then given by the volume weighted average over all walls and voids
within the particle horizon volume, H. The two–scale model was first introduced in
ref. [15], where the wall and void scales were considered to evolve independently and
the only concern was to ascertain an order of magnitude for the effect of the clock rate
variations between walls and voids in determining the overall cosmological parameters.
The two–scale model will now be generalised to include the coupling of the two scales
via a back–reaction term.
Ultimately we should reformulate an averaging scheme formally from explicit
regional averages involving quasilocal energy integrals. For the purposes of the two–
scale approximation, however, it should be possible to retain Buchert’s formalism, while
recognising that the time parameter, t, would represent the proper time at a volume
average position in freely expanding space. We should be able to obtain the broad
features of a viable model universe by solving Buchert’s equations, but being careful
to relate our own clocks to the volume–averaged ones, and any other quantities which
result from such relations. This may be seen as analogous to using the synchronous
gauge in perturbation theory while taking care about identifying physical observables
[46], even if calculations could be alternatively performed in a more physical gauge, the
“uniform Hubble–constant gauge” [47] being the closest to our choice in §4.2.
Since our clocks, and all clocks within bound systems, are expected to differ little
from those at finite infinity, we will neglect any small differences and take τw to represent
the time on our clocks, though ultimately this may also require some correction.
5.1. Average expansion and kinematic back–reaction
We construct the two scale model by assuming that on spatial hypersurface of average
homogeneity, our present particle horizon volume can be represented as the disjoint
union of regions corresponding to bubble walls containing bound systems, and of regions
corresponding to voids. In this fashion, the entire present horizon volume is given by
V = Via¯3, where
a¯3 = fwiaw
3 + fviav
3 (22)
Here fvi is an initial fraction of the total volume in void regions, and fwi = 1 − fvi an
initial fraction of the total volume in wall regions. In other words the volumes of the
void and wall regions are respectively Vv = Vviav3 and Vw = Vwiaw3, while fvi = Vvi/Vi
and fwi = Vwi/Vi . The size of the averaging domains will be taken to be such that
the term representing the bubble walls is a union of domains containing finite infinity
regions, FI , which can be assumed to be spatially flat. The averaging regions in the
void term contain no finite infinity regions, and are assumed to have negative spatial
curvature on average.
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We will employ Buchert’s scheme with vorticity, pressure and shear assumed to be
negligible on the scale of averaging. In accord with (20)
H¯(t) = γ¯w
1
aw
daw
dt
= γ¯v
1
av
dav
dt
, (23)
where
γ¯w =
dt
dτw
, and γ¯v =
dt
dτv
. (24)
The quantity γ¯w ≡ γ¯(τ) is defined by (17); we have temporarily added the subscript
“w” to distinguish, γ¯w, the volume–average of γ with respect to wall clocks, from γ¯v,
the volume–average of γ with respect to clocks at dominant void centres.
It is convenient to refer the expansion in the voids and in the walls to one set of
clocks. Since Buchert’s scheme is given in terms of a volume–average time parameter,
t, over both of these scales, that is the convenient parameter to use. Thus we define
Hw ≡ 1
aw
daw
dt
, and Hv ≡ 1
av
dav
dt
. (25)
We emphasise that neither Hw nor Hv coincides with the “local” Hubble parameter any
longer in the respective wall and void locations, H¯w and H¯v, which are both equal to
H¯ on account of (20) or (23). In fact, we will now have Hw < H¯ < Hv. Since H¯ is the
locally measured Hubble parameter at the horizon volume average location, by (22)
H¯ =
1
3
〈θ〉
H
= fwHw + fvHv, (26)
where fw(t) = fwiaw
3/a¯3 is the wall volume fraction, fv(t) = fviav
3/a¯3 is the void volume
fraction, and fw(t) + fv(t) = 1.
It is convenient to define the relative expansion rate
hr(t) ≡ Hw
Hv
< 1. (27)
Then H¯ = γ¯wHw = γ¯vHv, where
γ¯w = 1 +
(1− hr)fv
hr
, (28)
and γ¯v = hrγ¯w. Also, by direct computation of the derivative of fviav
3/a¯3,
f˙v = −f˙w = 3(1− fv)
(
1− γ¯−1w
)
H¯
=
3fv(1− fv)(1− hr)H¯
hr + (1− hr)fv (29)
and many equivalent versions of the same relation exist in terms of fw or γ¯v. Combining
(26) and (29) with
〈θ2〉
H
= 9
(
fwH
2
w + fvH
2
v
)
(30)
and (4) we find that in the absence of shear the kinematic back–reaction is given by
Q = 6fv(1− fv) (Hv −Hw)2
=
6fv(1− fv)(1− hr)2H¯2
[hr + (1− hr)fv]2
(31)
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Ra¨sa¨nen [48] has also considered a 2–scale model in Buchert’s scheme¶ in terms
of a single time parameter and has written down expressions for the average Hubble
expansion (26) and the average deceleration incorporating a kinematic back–reaction
term in a form equivalent to (31). Aside from the key fact that the physical
interpretation developed in §2 and in eqs. (23), (24), (28) has not been pursued by
others, another difference in Ra¨sa¨nen’s model is that he considers a combination of voids
and collapsing regions for the two scales, modelling the latter by the spherical collapse
model, rather than by directly solving Buchert’s equations. Since the spherical collapse
model only remains a good approximation until the overdense spherical perturbations
reach their maximum size, and since this would have occurred of order 10 Gyr ago or
more for galaxies, Ra¨sa¨nen’s model would appear to be an interesting toy model which
exhibits the effects of apparent acceleration, but which cannot be applied to the observed
universe as a whole at late epochs+.
Ra¨sa¨nen overlooks the possibility, we introduce here, of taking one of the scales
to represent spatially flat average regions which enclose the collapsing regions, and
which will have a close to Einstein–de Sitter time–dependence. This may be due to his
statement that in a universe whose expansion goes smoothly from Einstein–de Sitter
behaviour (a¯ ∝ t2/3) to empty universe behaviour (a¯ ∝ t), as will be the case in the
model here, there can be “no acceleration as the variance of the expansion rate is too
small” [48]. This claim will be disproved in eq. (62) below. The claim is true insofar as
it applies to volume–averaged observers in freely expanding space. However, the crucial
point which to the best of my knowledge appears to have been completely overlooked by
others in the study of back–reaction and averaging is that in an inhomogeneous universe
writing down a timelike parameter, t, does not imbue it with physical meaning until
one specifies how this parameter is operationally related to our own clocks. That is the
issue I confront: it will turn out that the back–reaction is indeed too small to register as
apparent acceleration in terms of measurements made at a volume–average location in
voids. However, when translated to measurements synchronous with the wall time, τw,
which is the parameter most closely related to our own clocks, then apparent acceleration
can be obtained.
¶ Since Ra¨sa¨nen [48] considers his model to be a toy model only, he pictures the two scales as two
disjoint simply connected regions, and is just considering the effects of averaging over the two regions
without considering their embedding in the universe as a whole. It should be stressed that here the two
scales are summed over many different disjoint regions. The manner in which these disjoint regions are
embedded in the universe as a whole arises by the specification of finite infinity.
+ Ra¨sa¨nen claims his approximation is relevant at epochs when the universe is 10 Gyr old [48], but fails
to identify what the collapsing regions are observationally. It would appear that such regions should
be necessarily larger than the comoving scale on which the local Hubble flow is still observed at the
present epoch [42]. While our local flow could be atypical of wall regions, given the actual structure of
voids and filaments that we observe, a spherical dust approximation for large collapsing regions at late
epochs seems hard to justify.
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5.2. The dynamical equations and observational interpretation
To implement Buchert’s equations we note that (3) is solved by taking 〈ρ〉
H
= ρ0a¯0/a¯
3, as
in the standard Friedmann equation, while the average curvature includes a contribution
from the void regions diluted by the larger combined volume of walls and voids:
〈R〉
H
=
6kvfv
av2
+
6kwfw
aw2
=
6kvfvi
2/3fv
1/3
a¯2
, (32)
where we have assumed that the average curvatures, 〈R〉v = 6kv/av2 and 〈R〉w = 6kw/aw2
in the voids and walls respectively, and that kw = 0 in the final step of (32). Furthermore,
the kinematic back–reaction (31) may also be written as
Q = 2f˙v
2
3fv(1− fv) . (33)
The independent Buchert equations (1) and (5) are then found to reduce to
˙¯a
2
a¯2
+
f˙v
2
9fv(1− fv) −
α2fv
1/3
a¯2
=
8πG
3
ρ¯
0
a¯3
0
a¯3
, (34)
f¨v +
f˙v
2
(2fv − 1)
2fv(1− fv) + 3
˙¯a
a¯
f˙v − 3α
2fv
1/3(1− fv)
2a¯2
= 0 , (35)
if fv(t) 6= const. Here we have assumed that the spatial curvature of the void regions is
negative, and have thus defined α2 = −kvfvi2/3.
To derive cosmological parameters requires more than simply solving the coupled
system (34), (35). Firstly, we observed that the time derivative in these equations is t,
the time parameter at a volume–averaged location, which will be in voids. Having solved
the differential equations, we must convert all quantities involving time to expressions
in terms of wall time, τw, which is very close to the time we measure. Furthermore,
the average spatial curvature at the volume average is negative, whereas the locally
measured spatial curvature in wall regions is almost zero on average. These differences
between the rods and clocks of wall observers and volume–average observers will both
contribute to the “dressing” of cosmological parameters.
The interpretation of the solutions to (34), (35) requires particular care in relation
to our own measurements. By the construction of finite infinity, when the full geometry
(13)–(14) is averaged over an expanding region immediately containing finite infinity,
since 〈−ξµnµ〉F
I
= 1 and since the average spatial curvature within a finite infinity
region is close to zero, it follows that the local average geometry near a finite infinity
boundary is
ds2
F
I
= − dτ 2w + aw2(τw)
[
dη2w + η
2
wdΩ
2
]
= − dτ 2w +
(1− fv)2/3 a¯2
fwi
2/3
[
dη2w + η
2
wdΩ
2
]
. (36)
where dΩ2 = dϑ2 + sin2 ϑ dϕ2 is the standard metric on a 2–sphere, and the second line
follows on account of (22). At a void centre, the average of the local geometry (13)–(14)
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over a small domain is similarly given by an effective homogeneous isotropic geometry
specified by the void time, τv, and the local volume scale factor av,
ds2
D
C
= − dτ 2v + av2(τv)
[
dη2v + sinh
2(ηv)dΩ
2
]
= − dτ 2v +
fv
2/3a¯2
fvi
2/3
[
dη2v + sinh
2(ηv)dΩ
2
]
. (37)
The volume average scale factor, a¯, of the geometry (38) has been constructed as
the average of these two geometries via (22). If we take a common centre coinciding
with that of a finite infinity region, the volume average geometry may be considered to
have the form
ds2 = − dt2 + a¯2(t) dη¯2 + A(η¯, t) dΩ2,
= − γ¯2(τ)dτ 2 + a¯2(τ) dη¯2 + A(η¯, τ) dΩ2, (38)
where we have dropped the subscript “w” from both τw and γ¯w. Since we will no longer
make explicit reference to the time measured in void centres, we will assume that τ and γ¯
now refer to wall time in all subsequent expressions. We also note that in (38) the area
quantity, A(η¯, t), satisfies
∫ η¯
H
0 dη¯ A(η¯, t) = a¯
2(t)Vi(η¯H)/(4π), η¯H being the conformal
distance to the particle horizon relative to an observer at η¯ = 0, since we have chosen
the particle horizon as the scale of averaging.
It must be emphasised that (38) is not locally isometric to the geometry in either
the walls or the void centres, and thus it is not a metric ansatz that one substitutes into
the field equations and then solves. Consequently, it does not represent a LTB model,
even though the line element formally has the same form [22, 23]. This LTB form of the
metric is a consequence of the fact that the effective scale factor of the volume average
does not evolve as a simple time scaling of a space of constant Gaussian curvature. Its
radial null geodesics nonetheless have a length which is the quantity of physical interest
to a finite infinity observer making measurements on cosmological scales, which is why
it is written in a spherically symmetric form.
Rather than substituting (38) as an ansatz in field equations, we first solve the
averaged Einstein equations, in the form of the Buchert equations, and then reconstruct
(38) as the appropriate average geometry. In particular, we can identify radial null
geodesics propagating at fixed (ϑ, ϕ) in (38) and then reconstruct the average spatial
curvature of (38) by a suitable average of the equations of geodesic deviation. Comparing
(36) and (38), we see that the radial null geodesics of the two geometries coincide
provided that
dηw =
fwi
1/3dη¯
γ¯ (1− fv)1/3
(39)
along the geodesics. We note that although the volume average parameter, t, differs from
wall time, τ , the radial null section of (38) coincides with that of the conformal rescaling
of (36), γ¯2(τ) ds2
F
I
. This follows since null geodesics are unaffected by conformal
transformations. Although it is possible to identify the null sections in this manner, the
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complete conformally related metrics will not be isometric due to differences in spatial
curvature. The conformal factor is physically postulated to encode the gravitational
energy variation between wall observers and the volume average. Likewise the fact that
the spatial sections are not fully related by a conformal factor has a physical origin: the
volume average spatial curvature differs from the average spatially flat curvature within
walls. Consequently there is an average focussing of light rays from the volume average
in voids relative to observers such as ourselves within walls.
Once the wall geometry (36) is rewritten in terms of the conformal time η¯ of the
volume average geometry (38), the coordinate ηw can no longer be regarded as constant
if related to the position of a volume average comoving observer. Rather we define ηw
in terms of an integral of (39) on the radial null geodesics of (38). The wall geometry
(36) therefore becomes
ds2
F
I
= − dτ 2 + a¯
2
γ¯2
dη¯2 +
a¯2 (1− fv)2/3
fwi
2/3
η2w(η¯, τ) dΩ
2
= − dτ 2 + a2(τ) [dη¯2 + r2w(η¯, τ) dΩ2] (40)
where a ≡ γ¯−1a¯ and rw ≡ γ¯ (1− fv)1/3 fwi−1/3ηw(η¯, τ).
If any single geometry can be considered to encode relevant cosmological parameters
with respect to our own measurements as wall observers, it is the geometry (40) written
in terms of the global average conformal time
η¯ =
∫ t
0
t
dt
a¯
=
∫ τ
0
τ
γ¯ dτ
a¯
=
∫ τ
0
τ
dτ
a
, (41)
which is constructed numerically from the solution to the equations (34), (35). Eq. (40)
is in fact the closest thing we have to an FLRW geometry synchronous to our own
clocks: it may be used to define the relevant conventional luminosity and angular
diameter distances with respect to our measurements. The quantity η¯ plays the role of a
“comoving distance” in the conventional sense. Since we are not at the volume average,
we do not need to construct the geometry (38) directly for simple distance measurements,
although a knowledge of its average spatial curvature would be directly relevant to the
computation of the integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect, cumulative gravitational lensing etc.
5.3. Volume–average and wall–average cosmological parameters
Our identification of the clocks and rods of wall observers relative to the volume average
means that there will be differences between the dressing of parameters in the present
model and that discussed by Buchert and Carfora [37]. From (40) the global horizon
volume average Hubble parameter over walls and voids, as measured by the wall observer
is not H¯ = 1
a¯
da¯
dt
= 1
aw
daw
dτ
, but
H ≡ 1
a
da
dτ
=
1
a¯
da¯
dτ
− 1
γ¯
dγ¯
dτ
,
= γ¯H¯ − ˙¯γ,
= γ¯H¯ − γ¯−1 d
dτ
γ¯, (42)
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where the overdot still denotes a derivative w.r.t. the volume average time parameter,
t.
Since H¯ is a measurable “local” Hubble parameter at any location, eq. (42) defines
the relationship between this local Hubble parameter and the conventional globally
measured Hubble parameter, H , according to wall observers. Since both H¯ and H can
be measured, this relationship is ultimately open to observational testing, once the scale
of the “local Hubble flow” is empirically determined.
An interesting consequence of our definition of homogeneity is that even though
the bare Hubble parameter has no relationship to the true critical density in Buchert’s
scheme for arbitrary domains of averaging, for our particular choice of domain it does.
By definition finite infinity boundaries encompass regions of true critical density, and
insofar as H¯ = H¯w is the locally measured Hubble parameter at these boundaries, then
3H¯
2
/(8πG) is indeed the true critical density. As we shall see shortly, we nonetheless
must take care, as the volume average observer will perceive the critical density to take
a different numerical value.
Since the horizon volume average Hubble parameter as measured by wall observers,
H , differs from H¯ according to (42), then clearly the quantity 3H2/(8πG) is not the
critical density, contrary to our usual na¨ıve assumptions. If we live in an epoch for
which the time variation of the lapse function, γ¯, is small, then since 1 < γ¯ < 3
2
it follows from (42) that we can over–estimate the value of the critical density by a
significant amount, typically by 40–80% rather than the absolute upper bound of 125%.
However, a factor 40–80% is already enough to significantly change the matter budget,
and has the consequence that our recalibration of cosmological parameters is going to
be significant.
The bare cosmological parameters, expressed as fractions of the true critical density,
3H¯
2
/(8πG), are from (10) and (32)–(34),
Ω¯M =
8πGρ¯
M0
a¯3
0
3H¯
2
a¯3
, (43)
Ω¯k =
α2fv
1/3
a¯2H¯
2 , (44)
Ω¯
Q
=
−f˙v2
9fv(1− fv)H¯2
, (45)
so that eq. (9) and eq. (34) coincide. These are the parameters as measured locally by
volume–average observers: the time derivative in (45) refers to their local clocks.
The parameters (43)–(45) are averaged over the present particle horizon volume, H.
This does not imply that they are globally measured quantities outside our past light
cone, as is implicitly assumed in FLRW models. In fitting cosmological parameters, we
will work from the premise that the universe is close to critical density overall, and that
our horizon volume average at the present epoch is below critical density. The implication
is that horizon volume averages in the past would have given values Ω¯M ≃ 1, |Ω¯k| ≪ 1,
|Ω¯
Q
| ≪ 1. This certainly would have been the case at the time of last scattering.
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To determine when the universe undergoes a “void dominance” transition one must
integrate the equations (34)–(35) and fit the results to all available data.
Whereas the parameters (43)–(45) are the bare or “true” cosmological parameters,
our conventional parameters, based on the geometry (36) or (40), synchronous with our
clocks, will differ. The question of how cosmological parameters are to be dressed is an
interesting one. Indeed, if our claim in eq. (12) is correct, then there must be a sense
in which if we restricted our considerations to the matter purely within walls, ignoring
the void contribution, then that would give the “true critical density”, with ΩMw = 1
for some sort of dressed density parameter. This suggests that the equations (34), (35)
should possess a simple first integral. Indeed, this is the case, as we now demonstrate.
In the two–scale model, the equation for the second derivative of the volume
average scale factor (2), which may also be derived directly from a derivative of (34) in
combination with (35), is
¨¯a
a¯
=
2f˙v
2
9fv(1− fv) −
4πG
3
ρ¯
0
a¯3
0
a¯3
. (46)
We may combine (34), (35) and (46) to obtain
6
¨¯a
a¯
+ 3
˙¯a
2
a¯2
− 2f¨v
1− fv −
6 ˙¯af˙v
a¯ (1− fv) −
f˙v
2
(1− fv)2 = 0 . (47)
If we now multiply (47) by 24πGρ¯
0
a¯3
0
/[f˙va¯− 3 (1− fv) ˙¯a]3, use (43) and also note from
(28) and (29) that
γ¯ =
3 (1− fv) ˙¯a
3 (1− fv) ˙¯a− f˙va¯
(48)
then the resulting equation may be recognised as
d
dt
(
γ¯2Ω¯M
1− fv
)
= 0 . (49)
Its integral gives us
ΩMw ≡
(1− ǫi) γ¯2Ω¯M
1− fv = 1, (50)
where ǫi ≪ 1 is a small constant determined by initial conditions, since at early times
Ω¯M → 1, γ¯ → 1 and fv → fvi ≪ 1. Using the matter–dominated approximation back
to the surface of last scattering, at t = ti, the small value of ǫi is given by
ǫi = 1− 1− fvi
γ¯2i Ω¯i
. (51)
Strictly, we should also include radiation in considering the very early time limit, and
modify (50) to include Ω¯R. However, provided photon–electron decoupling occurs within
the matter dominated era – as will occur for best–fit parameter values considered later
– then the effect of Ω¯R is negligible, and is omitted for the present considerations.
The fact that wall observers and volume average observers have different clock
rates, and that the frames (38) and (40) differ by both a conformal factor and spatial
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curvature factor, means that there are subtleties in the definitions of densities. Just as
in special relativity, where definition of internal energy density is frame dependent, so
too is the corresponding definition here, where there is a conformal frame issue relating
to gravitational energy and synchronisation of clocks. Systematically differing results
will be obtained when averages are referred to different clocks. In the present case, the
density ρ¯ has been defined in Buchert’s scheme at the volume–average position in freely
expanding space. In the two scale approximation it may be considered as the sum
ρ¯ = (1− fv) ρw + fvρv (52)
where the mean densities of matter within walls and voids
ρw =
ρ¯
0
a¯3
0
aw3
, ρv =
ρ¯
0
a¯3
0
av3
(53)
are referred to the volume average frame. This volume average observer perceives that
the expansion rate within the finite infinity regions, Hw, is slower than the locally
measured expansion rate, H¯. Thus in fact, using (22), (25) and (53) we see that
3H2wρw
8πG
=
fwiγ¯
2Ω¯M
1− fv =
fwiΩMw
1− ǫi ≃ ΩMw , (54)
consistent with (50), given that fwi ≃ 1 and ǫi ≪ 1.
Neither the volume average density parameter, Ω¯M , nor the “true” density
parameter, ΩMw, will take a numerical value close to those of the “concordance” dark–
energy cosmology. It is possible to define a conventional density parameter in terms of
the effective global average scale factor, a = γ¯−1a¯ of (40). This gives a matter density
parameter “dressed” by a factor γ¯3
ΩM = γ¯
3(τ) Ω¯M . (55)
Since (40) is the closest approximation to a FLRW geometry referred to local rulers and
clocks, the value of ΩM thus defined will come the closest numerically to the conventional
matter density parameter of the standard dark–energy cosmology, even though it is not
a fundamental parameter in the way that both Ω¯M and ΩMw are. We could similarly
define other dressed parameters, by introducing appropriate volume factors. We note
that even though the bare parameters (43)–(45) sum to unity (9), this will not be true
for such dressed parameters.
Eq. (50) has two important consequences for the characterisation of solutions.
Firstly, only three of the parameters H¯ , Ω¯M , fv and γ¯ are independent, meaning that
other relations can be simplified. For example,
Ω¯
Q
=
−(1− fv)(γ¯ − 1)2
fvγ¯
2 =
−(γ¯ − 1)2Ω¯M
1− γ¯2Ω¯M
. (56)
The global average Hubble parameter (42) as measured by wall observers is
H = γ¯H¯
[
2− 3
2γ¯
+ 1
2
Ω¯M + 2Ω¯Q
]
= H¯
[
2γ¯ − 3
2
− γ¯(γ¯ − 1)(3γ¯ − 1)Ω¯M
2(1− γ¯2Ω¯M)
]
. (57)
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The second important consequence of (50) is that in place of (34) and (35) we now
only need to solve two first order ODEs, namely (34) and
(2fv − 1)
˙¯a
2
a¯2
+
2
3
f˙v
˙¯a
a¯
− α
2fv
4/3
a¯2
+
8πG
3
ρ¯
0
a¯3
0
a¯3
(1− ǫi − fv) = 0, (58)
as may be found by combining (34), (48) and (50). Numerically, this is a considerable
simplification. In fact, the combinations of [fv(34)− (58)], and [(1− fv) (34)+ (58)] can
both be directly factored, leading to the even simpler equations∗
(1− fv)
˙¯a
a¯
− 1
3
f˙v =
√
8πG
3
ρ¯
0
(1− ǫi) (1− fv)
a¯3
0
a¯3
, (59)
˙¯a
a¯
+
f˙v
3fv
=
α
fv
1/3a¯
√
1 +
8πG
3α2
ρ¯
0
ǫia¯30
fv
1/3a¯
. (60)
5.4. Apparent cosmic acceleration
From (2), (31), (43) and (45) the bare or volume–average deceleration parameter is
q¯ ≡ −¨¯a
H¯
2
a¯
= 1
2
Ω¯M + 2Ω¯Q =
1
2
Ω¯M −
2fv(1− fv)(1− hr)2
[hr + (1− hr)fv]2
. (61)
The back–reaction contribution, 2Ω¯
Q
, to (61) is negligible both at early times when
hr → 1 independently of the initial small value of fv, and at very late times when
fv → 1. It is certainly possible for the back–reaction term to dominate so that
apparent acceleration is obtained; it is the extent to which this is possible for reasonable
parameters which is the subject of debate. The maximum value of |Ω¯
Q
| is obtained at
the epoch when f¨v = 0. One may solve (35), in combination with (34), as a quadratic
equation for f˙v at this epoch to determine whether the local minimum of deceleration
is negative for a particular solution. One finds that whether the back–reaction is large
enough to give acceleration depends on initial conditions together with cosmological
parameters. As a simple example, if f¨v = 0 is attained at the epoch when fv = 4/7 then
2Ω¯
Q
= −1
24
(
1− Ω¯M
)
at the epoch in question, so that acceleration is only attained if
Ω¯M <
1
13
by that epoch. This would not be reasonable if Ω¯M were the standard matter
density fraction related to our clocks and rulers, since Ω¯M(t) is monotonically decreasing
and the value we measure today is believed to be larger.
The crucial point to observe, however, is that the bare deceleration parameter (61)
is defined for the volume–averaged rulers and clocks so that debates based on equations
such as (61) are misdirected if they ignore the question as to how average parameters are
operationally defined in an inhomogeneous universe. To make contact with our rulers
and clocks, or indeed of other observers in bound systems, we need to use dressed, or
wall–average parameters. The wall–average global deceleration parameter analogous to
∗ The simple form (59), (60) was only found after this paper was originally submitted. The general
analytic solution of eqns. (59), (60) is readily obtained, and will be presented in a separate paper [49].
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the global wall–average Hubble parameter (42) is
q ≡ −1
H2a2
d2a
dτ 2
= −
(
˙¯a
a¯
−
˙¯γ
γ¯
)−2 [
¨¯a
a¯
−
˙¯γ ˙¯a
γ¯a¯
−
¨¯γ
γ¯
+
˙¯γ
2
γ¯
]
=
(
γ¯H¯ − ˙¯γ
)−2 (
γ¯2H¯
2
q¯ + γ¯ ¨¯γ
)
+
(
γ¯H¯ − ˙¯γ
)−1
˙¯γ , (62)
Realistic solutions exist with the term proportional to ¨¯γ providing a dominant negative
contribution at late times. Thus it is quite possible to obtain regimes in which the wall
observers measure apparent acceleration, q < 0, even though void observers do not.
For the purposes of comparison of numerical solutions to (34), (58) with observed
quantities, a number of useful relations can be derived by combining these equations
with (28) and (29). The derivative of the lapse function with respect to void average
time, t, is
˙¯γ = γ¯−1 d
dτ
γ¯ = γ¯H¯
[
3
2
γ¯−1 − 1− 1
2
Ω¯M − 2Ω¯Q
]
, (63)
where Ω¯M is given by (43) while the global average deceleration parameter (62) as
measured by wall observers is
q =
γ¯
2
H¯
2
H2
[
1
4
− 1
γ¯
+
2
fv
(
1− 1
γ¯
)
+
3
2
Ω¯M +
3
4
(16− 13fv)
(1− fv) Ω¯Q
− 2
fv
(1− fv)
(
1− 1
γ¯
)
(Ω¯M + Ω¯Q)−
1
4
Ω¯
2
M
− 2Ω¯M Ω¯Q − 4Ω¯
2
Q
]
=
γ¯
2
H¯
2
H2
[
3
2γ¯
− 9
4γ¯
2 +
2
fv
(1− fv)
(
1− 1
γ¯
)(
1− Ω¯M
γ¯
)
− Ω¯
2
M
4
+
3Ω¯M
2
− 12
fv
(1− fv)
(
1− 1
γ¯
)2
− 2
fv
2 (1− fv)2
(
1− 1
γ¯
)3(
1− 2
γ¯
)]
.
(64)
It must be recalled that in these expressions Ω¯M is a time–varying parameter given by
(43), which begins close to unity and decreases monotonically. One of the parameters
fv, γ¯ and Ω¯M can be further eliminated by (50). However, the resulting expressions are
no more compact than (64).
5.5. Qualitative behaviour of solutions
The physical boundary conditions we apply to the problem are that at early epochs near
the surface of last scattering, the expansion rate is essentially uniform so that hr = 1−ǫ,
ǫ ≪ 1. In this limit f˙v ≃ 0. The volume fraction of voids thus grows very slowly from
some small initial value and the back–reaction is negligible. The initial void volume
fraction is a parameter input to numerical integration; the only constraint is that initial
density contrast in voids should be consistent with observed bounds inferred from the
CMB. In this initial phase γ¯ ≃ 1, Ω¯M ≃ 1 and Ω¯Q ≃ 0 so that by (63) ˙¯γ ≃ 0. Thus
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the universe evolves essentially as an Einstein–de Sitter universe with negligible spatial
curvature, and only very small differences between clocks in overdense and underdense
regions.
As the universe evolves density contrasts grow, bound systems form and enter the
non–linear regime where vorticity and shear cannot be ignored. We have to average
over regions larger than finite infinity domains so that these effects can be neglected.
The voids remain in the “linear regime” but their volume increases more rapidly than
the wall regions where galaxies form and cluster. It is claimed that the differences in
gravitational energy grow as spatial curvature differences between the wall and void
regions increase. This is implicit in our assumption that the true surfaces of average
homogeneity are those with a uniform quasilocally measured expansion. Although some
of the differences in quasilocal gravitational energy between bound systems and voids
may be attributed to the kinetic energy of expansion, given the present epoch value
of the Hubble parameter, spatial curvature variations should in fact be the dominant
contribution.
From (63) we see that the rate of growth of γ¯ is abetted by both the decrease in
Ω¯M and the initial increase in −Ω¯Q, although there is an eventual decrease in −Ω¯Q as
H¯ decreases. The rate of growth of γ¯ as seen by wall clocks is amplified since d
dτ
γ¯ = γ¯ ˙¯γ.
Depending upon parameter values it is possible for wall observers to register an apparent
acceleration with the deceleration parameter of (64) taking values q < 0. Back–reaction
and the rate of increase of γ¯ are largest in an epoch during which the universe appears
to undergo a void–dominance transition, or equivalently a transition in which spatial
curvature Ω¯k becomes significant. The reason for apparent acceleration at such an epoch
has been partly described by Ra¨sa¨nen [48]: in the transition epoch the volume of the less
rapidly decelerating regions increases dramatically, giving rise to apparent acceleration
in the volume average. We must be careful to note that these statements are true, when
referred to one set of clocks, such as our own. Taking gravitational energy differences
into account the quasilocally measured expansion can nonetheless be uniform, resolving
the dilemma, stated in ref. [20], of the geometry being close to an FLRW one.
Since ¨¯γ also contributes to (62) apparent acceleration can be seen by observers in
galaxies in a transition from global Einstein–de Sitter–like evolution to open FLRW–
like evolution, in contradiction to the picture one would have if one were at the volume
average position in voids. In fact, we will find that the deceleration parameter (64)
is small and negative for typical parameter values. One very important feature of the
present model is that since we are no longer dealing with a purely Gaussian curvature
evolution, the effect of an apparent acceleration on the luminosity distance is greater
than would be obtained for a FLRW model based on the numerical value of q. In
particular, even if q is written in terms of wall time, cosmological evolution is no longer
simply described by any quantity derived from a single scale factor. The deviation of rw
in (40) from the conformal scale, η¯, which physically amounts to the rate of change of
spatial curvature differences, will also contribute to the average increase of the luminosity
distance.
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At very late times eventually fv → 1 and by (56) Ω¯Q → 0. In this limit (57) and
(64) yield
H ≃ H¯
[
(2 + 1
2
Ω¯M)γ¯ − 32
]
(65)
and
q ≃ H¯
2
H2
[
3
2
(γ¯ − 3
2
) + (3
2
− 1
4
Ω¯M)γ¯
2Ω¯M
]
. (66)
Since we also have Ω¯M → 0, by (63) there is a stable limit in which γ¯ → 32 , ˙¯γ = 0
and q → 0. Equivalently, a¯∼ t while (1− fv)∼ t−1, so that within walls aw∼ t2/3, just
as at early times. At the same time the volume average evolution is approximately
the late–time coasting phase of an open FLRW universe. This justifies the analytic
approximation of ref. [15]. Thus as t → ∞, hr → 23 , the limiting Hubble rate of the
Einstein–de Sitter divided by that of the Milne universe.
Since the averaging scheme is defined relative to a particular scale, this limit will
not necessarily ever be reached. In the present case, the relevant scale is the size of
our present particle horizon volume: the initial void volume fraction is defined relative
to this volume. At a much later epoch we would need to re-perform the analysis, with
a new volume fraction corresponding to the largest correlated perturbation within the
past horizon volume at the epoch in question. This perturbation might be above critical
density, which would require modification to the analysis above. We will return to this
discussion in §9.
It must be noted that the late–time behaviour given by (65), (66), when fv → 1, is
an attractor–like feature in the phase space of the differential equations (34), (58),
whereas the early–time Einstein–de Sitter–like behaviour is not an attractor if the
equations are time–reversed. The early Einstein–de Sitter–like phase is imposed in our
case, by taking a small initial void fraction, as a reasonable initial boundary condition
consistent with the initial uniformity of the primordial plasma as evidenced by the
isotropy of the CMB, and as consistent with the expectations of primordial inflation.
5.6. The zero back–reaction analytic approximation
It is possible to obtain an analytic approximation which demonstrates the variation
of gravitational energy, and clock rates, between the wall and void regions by setting
the back–reaction to zero and taking fv = 1, f˙v = 0 identically. In this case (34) is
simply the Friedmann equation for an open universe. Since the wall regions and voids
are then decoupled, a simple but effective ansatz is to assume that the expansion rate
of the spatially flat wall regions remains close to that of an Einstein–de Sitter universe
as measured by wall clocks. As discussed above, this is justified by the fact that both
initially and at late times the local wall geometry does expand in this manner.
This approximation was discussed in ref. [15]. It should be noted that setting fv = 1
and f˙v = 0 identically does not give expressions which coincide exactly with the fv → 1
and f˙v → 0 limit discussed in §5.5 above, since in the latter case we are dealing with a
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system of equations with nontrivial back–reaction in which the ratio f˙v/ (1− fv) remains
finite as fv → 1. Thus the Hubble parameter and deceleration parameter given in ref.
[15] do not have the precise analytic forms of (65) and (66). Nonetheless, the Hubble
parameter in particular is extremely close to (65), and the approximation of ref. [15]
may be sufficient for determining the global average Hubble constant.
The approximation of ref. [15] was tested against SneIa data in ref. [16]. Although
it is in some ways a crude approximation, it fits the data remarkably well with best fit χ2
values only 7% larger than for the standard ΛCDM model. It appears that any apparent
cosmic acceleration in the SneIa data is in fact marginal and any model in which q → 0
compares favourably with observation. Remarkably, the best-fit values of the Hubble
constant derived by this analysis [16], H0 = 62.7
+1.1
−1.7 km sec
−1Mpc−1 using the 2004
gold data set of Riess et al. [50] or alternatively H0 = 60.5± 1.5 km sec−1Mpc−1 using
the 2006 gold data set [51], agree with the recent measured value published by Sandage
et al. [52] to within 1–2%.
The parameter fits of ref. [16] indicate that any ratio of non–baryonic dark matter
to baryonic matter from 0:1 up to the standard 5:1 is admitted, and do not constrain
non–baryonic dark matter themselves. The match to the baryon acoustic oscillation
scale does appear to constrain non–baryonic matter, however, as will be discussed in §7.
Tests similar to that of ref. [53] may also serve to bound the amounts of non–baryonic
dark matter, but as will be emphasised in §8.3 below, all steps in measuring masses of
galaxy clusters would need to be carefully reconsidered. The parameter fits of ref. [16]
are of course based on the crude approximation of ref. [15]. In ref. [17] they are updated
to include back–reaction and its effects on cosmological evolution.
6. Null geodesics and observable quantities
With the possible exception of high energy cosmic rays, most cosmological information
comes to us on null geodesics carried by photons. In order to relate the average geometry
to observations we have to specify how light propagates on average. The manner in which
we have related the wall geometry at finite infinity to global average parameters on null
geodesics according to (40) in fact already allows us to determine average quantities
which depend only on average geodesic length.
6.1. Cosmological redshift
In the two scale model, the average geometry may be approximated by (38), and it
assumed that light follows radial null geodesics of this geometry, when a common origin
with a point within a finite infinity region is chosen. Since null geodesics are unaffected
by conformal transformations, and since the radial null sections of (40) have been chosen
to coincide with those of (38), it is simplest to use the wall geometry (40) in order to
determine the redshift we measure, since wall time, τ , is assumed to differ little from
that of our own clocks. As discussed in ref. [15] the cosmological redshift can be derived
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in the standard fashion, but there is a difference in values of redshifts measured between
our location and the volume average location in voids.
The cosmological redshift, z, determined by wall observers is related to that
determined by volume average comoving observers, z¯, by
1 + z =
a0
a
=
a¯0γ¯
a¯γ¯
0
=
γ¯
γ¯
0
(1 + z¯) . (67)
This is a direct consequence of the quasilocal energy difference, and variation of clock
rates, between the two locations. Since freely–falling matter in voids is so diffuse as
to be unobservable, the quantity z¯, which is larger than z, is not directly relevant to
emitters or absorbers in any cosmological test yet conceived.
While eq. (67) seems little more than a reparameterisation which relates observed
redshifts to numerical solutions of the volume–average Buchert equations (34), (58),
there are more profound ramifications. In particular, the redshift of the CMB as
measured at a comoving volume average position is greater than in bound systems.
Since the volume average CMB temperature is used to calibrate several parameters
associated with the primordial plasma, we need to recalibrate all quantities associated
with the early universe. Local physics at that epoch is unchanged but our interpretation
is systematically changed. It is these recalibrations, which account for quasilocal energy
variations, which will allow us to obtain a viable model of the universe without dark
energy. These recalibrations are performed in §7.
6.2. Luminosity and angular diameter distances
The luminosity and angular diameter distances can also be determined in the standard
fashion from (40), since for all known cosmological observations apart from the CMB
both the emitters and observers are in bound systems within finite infinity regions,
which are close to spatially flat. Furthermore, the surface of last scattering is located
at an epoch when γ¯ ≃ 1, making the distinction between the two possible classes of
observer irrelevant for measurements involving the CMB.
While there are changes in both photon energies and the average focussing of
geodesics, as null congruences exit and enter voids and finite infinity regions, the
average effect of this depends only on the average comoving distance, η¯, to a source, as
determined from the solution to (34), (58). Consequently, the relative difference in the
absolute luminosity of a source in a wall region and the observed flux in another wall
region is accounted for by taking the standard luminosity distance derived from (40),
dL = a0(1 + z) rw = γ¯0
−1a¯0(1 + z) rw (68)
where
rw(τ) = γ¯ (1− fv)1/3
∫ τ
0
τ
dτ
γ¯ (1− fv)1/3 a
= γ¯ (1− fv)1/3
∫ t
0
t
dt
γ¯ (1− fv)1/3 a¯
(69)
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for a source emitting a photon at wall time, τ , or volume average time, t. Note that rw
coincides with the conventional conformal scale η¯ =
∫ t
0
t
dt/a¯ at early times when fv → 0
and γ¯ → 1.
If we multiply (68) by the bare Hubble constant, it follows that
H¯0dL = γ¯0
−1a¯0H¯0(1 + z) rw . (70)
Equivalently using (42) and (44) also,
H0dL = (1− γ¯0−1γ¯′0)αf
1/6
v0 Ω¯
−1/2
k0
(1 + z) rw , (71)
in terms of the wall–measured average Hubble constant, H0, where γ¯
′
0
≡ H¯0
−1 dγ¯
dt
∣∣
t0
.
The effective angular diameter distance to sources observed by wall observers may
now be defined in the standard fashion
dA =
dL
(1 + z)2
, (72)
where dL is given by (68).
6.3. Numerical example
As a proof of principle, we will give the results of one particular numerical example in
this section. It is has not been determined to be the “best–fit” example, but is one
case which fits all known tests well, including the broad features of the CMB as will be
demonstrated in §7. We adopt the terminology Fractal Bubble (FB) universe to describe
our new cosmological model, for ease of reference in what follows.
We numerically evolve the equations (34), (35) forward in volume–average time, in
dimensionless units of H¯0t, from suitable initial conditions. We simultaneously integrate
eqs. (41) and (69), and also wall time with respect to volume–average time τ =
∫ t
0
dt/γ¯,
to determine the value of the lapse function at the present epoch. This is then used to
recalibrate the solutions in terms of wall–measured times and redshifts.
The initial time is taken to coincide with the epoch of last scattering, when the
universe is smooth and we deem a suitable initial condition to be one which is consistent
with the amplitude of the observed primordial density perturbations by this epoch. In
particular, whereas the density contrast of photons and the baryons coupled to them is
of order δρ/ρ∼ 10−5, the density contrast in non–baryonic dark matter can be of order
δρ/ρ∼ 10−3, and this may also be taken as representative of a typical void perturbation.
By our assumptions, if we take our present horizon volume, H, then at last
scattering the greatest proportion of its volume, fwi, will be in perturbations whose
mean is exactly the true critical density. However, in addition to these perturbations
there will be one underdense dust perturbation, of initial density contrast
(
δρ
ρ
)
vi
< 0
occupying a small fraction, fvi, of H so that the overall density contrast of H at that
epoch is (
δρ
ρ
)
Hi
= fvi
(
δρ
ρ
)
vi
∼−10−6 to− 10−5. (73)
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This might be achieved in various ways, by having fvi∼ 10−3 and (δρ/ρ)vi∼−10−3, or
fvi∼−10−2 and (δρ/ρ)vi∼−10−4, or fvi∼ 3 × 10−3 and (δρ/ρ)vi∼−3 × 10−3 etc. The
important point to note is that fvi does not refer to a single smooth underdense region,
but a region with other perturbations embedded in it, which is significantly larger than
the particle horizon at last scattering, and only becomes correlated within our past light
cone on time scales which are a significant fraction of the present age of the universe,
as will be further discussed in section 9.
Detailed cosmological parameter fits will be presented elsewhere [17]. Here and in
§7, we will present one numerical example, as a demonstration that the new model fits
the major current observations which support the ΛCDM paradigm, while in addition
resolving some anomalies at odds with the ΛCDM paradigm. Decoupling occurs at a
scale zdec ≃ 1100 with respect to wall observers to within approximately 2%. We cannot
assume a value of zdec to the accuracy quoted for WMAP [6], since the value quoted
includes statistical uncertainties specific to the ΛCDM model. The recalibration of the
detailed peak fitting algorithms for the CMB anisotropy spectrum in the present model
requires an immense undertaking and is left for future work. We will offer a proof of
principle, by demonstrating agreement with observations at the few percent level.
The example we have chosen has an initial void fraction of fvi = 5.5 × 10−4 at
zdec, which with
(
δρ
ρ
)
vi
∼−2 × 10−3 gives
(
δρ
ρ
)
Hi
∼−10−6. Integrating the equations
we find that by the present epoch, the void fraction has risen to fv0 = 0.759,
with a density parameter Ω¯M0 = 0.127 with respect to the volume average. This
translates to a conventional density parameter (55) of ΩM0 = 0.33, as being the
value relative to the wall geometry (40) normalised to global average parameters. The
difference in the rates of the volume average clocks with respect to our clocks at the
present epoch is γ¯
0
= 1.38. The global average Hubble constant takes the value
H0 = 62.0 km sec
−1Mpc−1, while the bare Hubble constant which would represent
the value we should determine from measurements restricted to lie solely within local
filamentary walls, is H¯0 = 48.4 km sec
−1Mpc−1.
The distance modulus is plotted in Fig. 2, in comparison to the Riess Gold06
data set [51] of 182 supernovae. We find a χ2 of 0.9 per degree of freedom, making the
goodness of fit essentially indistinguishable from the ΛCDM model, since on a statistical
basis χ2 of order 1 per degree of freedom is to be expected. We follow Riess et al. [51]
in excluding supernovae at extremely low redshifts within the “Hubble bubble” from
the analysis. Whereas the reasons for doing so are not theoretically well–motivated in
the ΛCDM model, in the present case there are imperative reasons for doing so, as is
further discussed in §7.5.
In Fig. 3 we compare the difference in distance moduli of the FB model example
and a ΛCDM model example with the distance modulus of the empty Milne universe, for
the same value of the Hubble constant in all cases. We note that apparent acceleration
starts later for the FB model, and is closer to the coasting Milne universe at late epochs.
The deceleration parameter as measured by a wall observer (64) is q = −0.0428,
whereas a volume–average observer measures a deceleration parameter (61) given by
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Figure 2. Distance modulus, µ ≡ m−M = 5 log10(dL)+25, versus redshift, z, with dL
in units Mpc. The theoretical curve for a FB model with H0 = 62.0 km sec
−1Mpc−1,
γ¯
0
= 1.38, fv0 = 0.759 is compared to the 182 SneIa, excluding the “Hubble bubble”
points at z ≤ 0.023 of the Riess et al. Gold06 data set [51]. For these parameter values
χ2 = 163.2, or 0.9 per degree of freedom.
Figure 3. The difference, ∆µ = µFB − µempty, of the distance modulus of the FB
model with H0 = 62.0 km sec
−1Mpc−1, γ¯
0
= 1.38, fv0 = 0.759 and the distance
model that of an empty coasting (Milne) universe with the same Hubble constant,
versus redshift (solid line). Positive values of∆µ correspond approximately to apparent
acceleration. As a comparison we plot the corresponding difference of distance moduli,
∆µ = µΛCDM−µempty for a flat ΛCDM model with ΩM = 0.268, ΩΛ = 0.732, and the
same value of the Hubble constant (dot–dashed line).
q¯ = 0.0153. This gives one concrete example of our finding in §5.4 that cosmic
“acceleration” is an apparent effect, depending crucially on the position of the observer
and local clocks. Both observers register a deceleration parameter close to zero, a general
feature of a universe which undergoes a void–dominance transition. According to a wall
observer in a galaxy, apparent acceleration begins at an epoch z = 0.909 for the present
parameters, when the universe is 7.07 Gyr old, a little under half its current age. The
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Figure 4. The void fraction, fv, (solid line), and clock rate of volume–average
observers with respect to wall observers in a galaxy, γ¯, (dotted line) as a function
of redshift for the FB model with H0 = 62.0 km sec
−1Mpc−1, γ¯
0
= 1.38, fv0 = 0.759.
void fraction at this epoch is fv = 0.587. The void fraction, fv, and the mean lapse
function or “gravitational energy parameter”, γ¯, are shown in Fig. 4.
Since we are no longer dealing with a pure Gaussian curvature evolution, as
discussed above the evolution of the luminosity distance cannot be characterised by one
single parameter such as the deceleration parameter. In addition to the change of sign
of the deceleration parameter as measured by observers in galaxies, another important
cosmological milestone is the epoch at which the void fraction reaches fv = 0.5, since
the coefficient of H¯
2
in (58) changes sign at this epoch. For the present parameters, this
event happens somewhat earlier than the apparent acceleration transition, at a redshift
of z = 1.49 when the universe is 5.12 Gyr old as measured by a wall observer in a galaxy.
The expansion age history of the universe, as shown in Fig. 5, is also particularly
interesting in comparison with the “concordance” ΛCDM model. As measured by wall
observers in a galaxy, the universe is 14.7 Gyr old at present, 1 billion years older than
the concordance model♯. The difference in ages is mainly due to the smaller Hubble
constant in the FB model. The ΛCDM model would have an even greater age for the
♯ We are using best–fit parameters for the WMAP1 data with h = 0.71, which lie within the 1σ errors
of the WMAP3 data, so as not to overstate our case. WMAP3 raises the best–fit Hubble parameter for
ΛCDM to h = 0.73 and drops the matter density Ω
M0 = 0.238 for a spatially flat model, which combine
to have little net effect on the expansion age. However, if WMAP3 is combined with other datasets
a small amount of positive spatial curvature appears possible. Inclusion of a small positive spatial
curvature, Ω
k0 = −0.01, would decrease the age of the universe slightly and increase the contrast with
the FB model.
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Figure 5. The expansion age as seen by wall observers in galaxies for a FB model with
H0 = 62.0 km sec
−1Mpc−1, γ¯
0
= 1.38, fv0 = 0.759 (solid line), is compared to the
expansion age as seen by volume–average observers for the same parameters (dashed
line). The expansion age for standard ΛCDM cosmology with the “concordance”
parameters H0 = 71.0 km sec
−1Mpc−1, Ω
M0 = 0.268, ΩΛ0 = 0.732 (dot–dashed
line) is also shown for comparison.
lower Hubble constant consistent with the measurement of Sandage et al. [52]; only that
value is not the best fit to WMAP in the ΛCDM case. As we shall see in §7, by contrast,
the lower Hubble constant provides a good fit very well to those features of the CMB
that we have been able to determine for the FB model.
What is perhaps most significant about Fig. 5 is the earlier history since the
fractional difference in the expansion age of the FB model example from the concordance
ΛCDMmodel is much greater at higher redshifts, where complex structures are observed.
At z = 1 with an age of 6.67 Gyr the FB model is 12% older than the ΛCDM model, at
z = 2 with an age of 4.02 Gyr it is 20% older, and at z = 6 with an age of 1.24 Gyr it
is 30% older. These values are for one particular choice of parameters. Other examples
with an age of the universe greater than 15 Gyr are also in regions of parameter space
which accord well with the supernovae data [17].
6.4. Averaging the optical equations
As noted above, local spatial curvature as related to volume average parameters via (40)
is all that is required to determine quantities such as luminosity and angular diameter
distances (68), (72) relevant to our own measurements. The determination of the volume
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average spatial curvature may therefore seem an academic exercise. However, it could
be relevant for any calculations which may rely on the average differences in spatial
curvature, including the integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect, cumulative gravitational lensing,
and possibly even weak gravitational lensing measurements. The new interpretational
framework presented in this paper requires a systematic re–examination of such effects
from first principles. We leave such issues for future work. Here we will merely try to
introduce a possible framework for calculating the volume average spatial curvature. As
such, the results derived elsewhere in this paper are independent of the calculations in
this section.
In the case of the standard FLRW models, given the comoving scale at which a
null geodesic originated, it is trivial to compute the average focussing of the spatial
geometry to that scale, as the geometry is completely homogeneous. Furthermore, we
have found that since the wall geometry is spatially flat on average, we are still able
to construct average luminosity and angular diameter distances (68), (72), because we
still have an effective homogeneous reference system at the positions of both source and
observer. In an arbitrary position in an inhomogeneous universe, however, the problem
of determining the local spatial curvature is very nontrivial. In the present case the full
volume average geometry (38) is not even conformally isometric to local wall geometry.
Thus to determine the volume average spatial curvature we are left with the general
problem of employing the equation of geodesic deviation for null geodesics in the form
of the Sachs optical equation [54],
1√A
d2
√A
dλ2
= −1
2
(RµνY µY ν + wµνwµν) (74)
where A is the cross–sectional area and wµν the shear tensor of a null congruence, with
tangent Y µ = dx
µ
dλ
, λ being an affine parameter. The shear and expansion of the null
congruence are, of course, distinct from those of the spacelike hypersurfaces used in
Buchert’s averaging scheme.
The aim here is to determine a quantity equivalent to the angular diameter distance
in FLRW models at the volume average position. Thus rather than dealing with
individual congruences we must deal with an average over the whole sky for congruences
of some initial fiducial proper size, which originated at a given redshift of the average
geometry. We will neglect the shear: such a term will have some small effect through
cumulative gravitational lensing. However, based on the evidence of studies in FLRW
models [55], it is expected to be much less than the dominant effect from the average
geometry.
We will relate the expansion of the average null congruence to the volume expansion
of the spacelike hypersurfaces in Buchert’s scheme, by performing an average in the
two–scale approximation of §5, whereby we assume that the geometry is approximately
locally homogeneous and isotropic separately within the wall and void regions. Thus
RµνY µY ν = −2
(
dt
dλ
)2(
a¨v
av
− a˙v
2
av2
− kv
av2
)
(75)
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within a connected void region. Within such a region (74) then becomes(
dt
dλ
)2(D¨A
DA
− 1
3
θv
D˙A
DA
)
= −2
3
(
dt
dλ
)2 (
θ˙v −Rv
)
(76)
where DA =
√A, and a similar expression applies to a wall region.
To perform a Buchert average of the optical equation requires care since the proper
area, A, of the null congruence of a source of some fiducial proper size is not a volume
scalar defined on spacelike hypersurfaces of the sort appearing in the commutation rule
(8). Since Buchert’s scheme does not average the null geodesic equations themselves,
we have assumed that the appropriate null geodesics are those of the average geometry
(38) in the case of the two–scale model. Essentially, rather than taking an ensemble of
null geodesics, we are looking for an idealised geodesic in the average spatial geometry
that is the best fit to a homogeneous isotropic one at any epoch in the cosmological
evolution.
Likewise, in the case of average null geodesic deviation, we will assume that the
average area of a fiducial congruence of such geodesics responds dynamically to the
spatial Buchert average of the r.h.s. of (74). Formally, for the purposes of the two–scale
model we must assume two conditions in combining (76) with a similar expression for
the wall regions:
(i) The affine parameter ratio
(
dt
dλ
)2
may be cancelled in numerator and denominator
when performing the averages. In doing so we assume that just as the affine
parameter, t, is related to timelike geodesics in the average geometry, λ is related
to the null geodesics of the same geometry.
(ii) The average angular diameter scale is defined such that 〈θ ln(DA)〉 = 〈θ〉〈ln(DA)〉,
or equivalently that 〈d
dt
ln(DA)〉 = ddt〈ln(DA)〉, where DA is given in units c/H¯0.
We note that D˙A/DA is the time derivative of an angular scale.
The two–scale average of (74) then becomes
d2〈DA〉
dt2
− ˙¯a
a¯
d〈DA〉
dt
=
(
¨¯a
a¯
− ˙¯a
2
a¯2
− 1
2
Q− 1
6
〈R〉
)
〈DA〉 , (77)
where we emphasise that the commutation rule, 〈θ˙〉 = d
dt
〈θ〉 − 3
2
Q, has been applied
only in the limit that the background shear averages to zero: 〈σ〉 = 0.
It is convenient to define an effective volume–average comoving lensing scale r¯(t)
by
〈DA〉 = a¯(t) r¯(t) δ (78)
for a fiducial source which subtends an angle, δ. We substitute (78) in (77) and use (32)
and (33) to finally obtain
¨¯r +
˙¯a
a¯
˙¯r +
( f˙v2
3fv(1− fv) −
α2fv
1/3
a¯2
)
r¯ = 0 . (79)
The important quantity to note in (79) is the kinematic back–reaction term, which
reduces the effect of the spatial curvature term. In a smooth FLRW geometry obtained
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by integrating the Friedmann equation there is no need to go through an analysis similar
to that presented above, since once one knows the comoving scale at which a null geodesic
originated, one can read off the associated proper length scale from (78). Equivalently,
when f˙v = 0 and fv = const, (79) reduces to the FLRW null geodesic equation.
If we assume that r¯ = 0 is taken to denote the position of a volume average observer,
then the relationship between the solution to (79) and the average spatial curvature is
obtained by noting that the volume average area function, A(η¯, t), of (38) may be taken
to satisfy A ∝ a¯2(t)r¯2(η¯), where r¯ is the solution to (79) for radial null geodesics of (38)
with volume average conformal time, η¯, given by (41). We note that r¯(η¯) lies in the
range η¯ ≤ r¯(η¯) ≤ sinh(η¯). The lower bound on r¯ coincides with the purely spatially
flat case, in which fv = 0, f˙v = 0, so that we have an Einstein–de Sitter model. For a
given value of Ω¯M0, the upper bound on r¯ coincides with the open FLRW model value
for that choice of Ω¯M0. For different void fractions and back–reaction, the actual value
of r¯ will lie in between these bounds, giving an average spatial curvature between both
extremes, dependent on cosmological parameters.
We should be careful to note that if the solution to (79) were to be actually used
to derive a luminosity distance or angular diameter distance, then the result could only
apply to a situation in which both observer and source are at volume average locations
in freely expanding space. Additional calculations would be needed if the source was
in a bound system. However, since actual observers and sources are both in bound
systems, the solution to (79) does not apply in this fashion.
7. The CMB and resolution of observational anomalies
Detailed data analysis of the new cosmological model, and a best–fit parameter
determination will be presented elsewhere [17]. In this section we will illustrate how
the recalibration of cosmological parameters, particularly those relating to the early
universe as determined from the CMB, can resolve a number of observational anomalies.
An important consequence of the variation in clock rates between ideal comoving
observers in galaxies and voids, is that the temperature of the CMB radiation will be
lower when measured at the volume average in voids, taking a value
T¯ = γ¯−1T (80)
at any epoch, where T is the temperature of the CMB as seen by wall observers. At the
present epoch for the numerical example of §6.3, with a measured value of T0 = 2.725 K
locally, we have T¯ 0 = 1.975 K, for example, at the volume average location. Essentially,
there is an extra factor of γ¯
0
in the redshift of CMB photons as seen by void observers on
account of gravitational energy differences. Since observed matter sources and absorbers
of photons are located in galaxies and gas clouds within the filamentary walls at late
epochs, this does not have any obvious direct implications for local physical processes.
Whereas the underlying physics at the epochs of primordial nucleosynthesis and
recombination, when γ¯ ≃ 1, is no different than usual, the fact that volume average
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observers should measure a mean CMB temperature of 2.725γ¯
0
−1 at the present
epoch will affect all the usual calibrations of radiation–dominated era parameters
inferred relative to present epoch comoving observers. We are faced with the task
of systematically rederiving all the standard textbook calculations [54, 56] associated
with the hot big bang, and making recalibrations where necessary.
This section proceeds chronologically through the history of the universe. We
explicitly resolve two anomalies in §7.1 and §7.2: those associated with the primordial
lithium abundance, and with average spatial curvature. In §7.3 the anomalies associated
with large angle multipoles in the CMB anisotropy spectrum are discussed. In §7.4
we outline qualitatively how the anomalies associated with the expansion age, early
formation of galaxies and emptiness of voids in N–body simulations should be naturally
resolved. In §7.5 we explain the Hubble bubble feature. Further observational questions
concerning void and galaxy cluster scales will be dealt with in §8.
7.1. Primordial nucleosynthesis bounds and the baryon fraction
The first important parameter which is directly altered, given that a volume average
observer would measure a lower CMB temperature to us, is the baryon–to–photon ratio
inferred from primordial nucleosynthesis bounds, which will lead to a recalibration of
the present epoch baryon fraction.
The number density of CMBR photons as measured by wall observers,
nγ =
2 ζ(3)
π2
(
kBT
~c
)3
, (81)
evaluated at the present epoch with T0 = 2.725 K, yields the conventional value
nγ0 = 4.105 × 108m−3. However, the corresponding number density measured at the
volume average is
n¯γ =
2 ζ(3)
π2
(
kBT¯
~c
)3
=
nγ
γ¯3
, (82)
yielding n¯γ0 = 4.105 γ¯0
−3×108m−3 at the present epoch. The number density of baryons
measured by a volume average observer is given by
n¯B =
3H¯
2
0
Ω¯B0
8πGmp
=
11.2fBΩ¯M0h
2
(γ¯
0
− γ¯ ′
0
)2
m−3, (83)
where prime denotes the dimensionless derivative, γ¯′
0
≡ 1
H¯
0
dγ¯
dt
∣∣
t0
, mp is the proton mass,
fB ≡ Ω¯B0/Ω¯M0 is the volume–average ratio of the baryonic matter density to the total
clumped matter density (including any non–baryonic dark matter), and we have related
the bare Hubble constant to our observed global average Hubble constant using (42). It
follows that the volume–average baryon–to–photon ratio is
ηBγ =
n¯B
n¯γ
=
2.736× 10−8fBΩ¯M0γ¯30h2
(γ¯
0
− γ¯′
0
)2
, (84)
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as compared to ηFLRW = 2.736× 10−8fBΩMh2 in the standard FLRW model.
Early time calculations of nuclear processes are not affected in the new scenario,
as they occur at epochs when spatial curvature is unimportant, and the effects of
inhomogeneities are no more significant than in standard cosmological scenarios. The
principal departure is firstly that (84) differs somewhat from the conventional value, and
secondly, by (50), that a small “bare” value of Ω¯B0 as determined by volume–average
observers translates to a much larger equivalent value, ΩBw ≃ γ¯20Ω¯B0/(1 − fv0), as
locally measured by observers within finite infinity regions, which have average critical
density. This value of ΩBw can be translated to an equivalent number density of baryons
within walls, nB. One finds that the ratio nB/nγ, is a factor γ¯
−1
0
(1− fv0)−1 larger than
the volume–average ratio (84). However, it is the volume–average ratio (84) which
corresponds directly to that conventionally used in the standard FLRW models. Using
conventional big bang nucleosynthesis bounds, we will find that the ratio of baryonic
to non–baryonic dark matter will generally be found to be increased, and it is this
difference which is the key to resolving the lithium abundance anomaly.
Prior to the the detailed measurements of the Doppler peaks in the CMBR, the
values quoted for ηBγ tended to be somewhat lower than the WMAP best–fit value.
For example, Olive, Steigman and Walker [59] quoted two possible ranges at the 95%
confidence level: ηBγ = 1.2–2.8× 10−10 or ηBγ = 4.2–6.3× 10−10, depending on whether
one accepted higher or lower values of the primordial D/H abundance. At a similar
time, Tytler et al. [60], accepting the lower D/H abundances, quoted a range ηBγ = 4.6–
5.6 × 10−10 at the 95% confidence level. The WMAP parameter estimates moved the
best–fit range of the baryon to photon ratio to ηBγ = 6.1
+0.3
−0.2×10−10, at the very edge [59],
or beyond [60], the earlier 95% confidence limits. The underlying physical reason for this
parameter shift is that by increasing the fraction of baryons relative to non–baryonic cold
dark matter one increases baryon drag in the primordial plasma, which suppresses the
height of the second Doppler peak relative to the first. Such a suppression was required
in order to fit the WMAP data [6], even though it led to results at odds with primordial
lithium abundance measurements, and pushed agreement with 4He abundances to the
previous 2σ confidence limit.
To demonstrate the resolution of the lithium abundance anomaly, let us assume
a value of ηBγ = 4.6–5.6 × 10−10 in the range of Tytler et al. [60], the lower end
of which accords with lithium abundance measurements, but which lies outside the
best–fit range for WMAP using the standard ΛCDM model [61]. There is an intrinsic
tension in the data between lithium and deuterium abundance measurements [62] at the
opposite ends of the range we adopt. Using the parameters of the numerical example of
§6.3, with h = 0.62, we find that the bare volume–average baryon density parameter is
Ω¯B0 ≃ 0.027–0.033. Since the total clumped matter density is Ω¯M0 = 0.127, the relative
ratio of non–baryonic dark matter to baryonic matter is roughly 3:1 in this particular
example. Therefore it is likely that one can admit enough baryon drag to fit the ratio
of the heights of the first two Doppler peaks, while simultaneously having a baryon–to–
photon ratio favoured by big bang nucleosynthesis, with the bounds accepted prior to
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WMAP [59, 60]. In particular, concordance with the lithium abundance observations
can be obtained.
The example we have given is one simple illustration. Taking supernovae data alone,
one finds similarly to the case of the zero back–reaction approximation [16], that any
ratio of non–baryonic to baryonic matter from close to 0:1 up to the standard ΛCDM
value of 5:1 is possible. Other data sets – in particular, the CMB data and baryon
acoustic oscillation signatures in galaxy clustering statistics – place restrictions on this
range. In general the range of non-baryonic to baryonic matter ratios is restricted from
2:1 to 5:1 by these other tests [17]. Thus while the present model leads to a recalibration
of cosmological parameters, it appears that non–baryonic dark matter must be retained.
In a sense, the small baryon density parameters of order Ω¯B0 ≃ 0.03 favoured prior
to WMAP are still correct for a volume–average void observer. It is simply the case that
the mean CMB temperature and photon density as seen by the void observer is also
lower, and thus a recalibration with respect to our measurements in galaxies is required,
resulting in much larger possible ratios of baryons to non–baryonic dark matter, as
locally measured in galaxies.
7.2. Average spatial curvature
Since the first measurement of the angular position of the first Doppler peak in the CMB
anisotropy spectrum by the Boomerang experiment in 2000 [57], it has been assumed
that the average spatial curvature of the universe is close to zero, and that models
such as the present one, which has a sizeable negative spatial curvature in the observed
portion of the universe at the present epoch, would be ruled out. In fact, the derivation
of the average spatial curvature has assumed a FLRW geometry which evolves according
to the Friedmann equation with the conventional identification of comoving clocks. In
the present model the entire analysis of the CMB needs to be redone, and conclusions
which pertain to FLRW evolution cannot be simply carried over.
The essential point, which has been overlooked, is that the angular positions of
the Doppler peaks really are only a measure of local average spatial curvature, and an
indirect one at that. It is only if one assumes that the locally measured spatial curvature
is identical to the volume average that one can claim to “measure” the average spatial
curvature of the universe. That average spatial curvature and local spatial curvature
can be different was already borne out by the toy–model investigation of Einstein and
Straus, who concluded that: “the field in the neighbourhood of an individual star is
not affected by the expansion and curvature of space” [26]. In the present model, all
bound systems lie within finite infinity regions, where the immediate local expansion is
given by the geometry (36), which is spatially flat. There is a significant difference in
spatial curvature between the voids and wall regions at the present epoch, which must
be manifest in a relative focussing between the volume average position and galaxies
within finite infinity regions.
If there is a sizeable negative average spatial curvature at the present epoch, then
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there must be ways of detecting it other than via the measurement of the angular scale of
the Doppler peaks. Such effects do arise when one considers more subtle measurements
associated with average geodesic deviation of null geodesics. Indeed one prediction is
that there should be nontrivial ellipticity in the CMB anisotropies on account of greater
geodesic mixing. This effect is in fact observed, and is an important anomaly for the
standard ΛCDM paradigm, which has been overlooked by the majority of the community
to date. The effect is most significant in the WMAP3 data [5], although it has been
seen in all earlier data sets going back to the measurements by COBE [58]. Since
this measurement of spectral ellipticity does not rely on a calibration of cosmological
parameters which assume a standard FLRW evolution, it is arguably a much less model–
dependent measurement of average spatial curvature than the angular position of the
first Doppler peak is. This better determination of spatial curvature clearly supports
the new paradigm, and conceivably can be further developed to constrain the model
presented in this paper.
Since the present model implicitly solves the anomaly of refs. [5, 58], it remains for
us to show that in the new paradigm, average negative spatial curvature at the present
epoch is in fact consistent with the angular scale of the first Doppler peak, and the
corresponding baryon acoustic oscillation scale in galaxy clustering statistics. We shall
now proceed to do so.
The underlying physical effects which determine the angular size of the first Doppler
peak in the angular power spectrum of CMB anisotropies boil down to chiefly two
quantities:
(i) the proper length associated with the sound horizon, Ds, at the epoch of
recombination;
(ii) the average integrated lensing of that scale by the average geometry in the
intervening 15 Gyr; including the difference between our location and the volume
average at the present epoch.
For a wall observer in a galaxy, the second quantity must be computed from the effective
angular diameter distance (72), dA = Ds/δ = a(t) rw(t), using a solution to (69).
However, whereas in the FLRW model the average spatial curvature only affects the
angular diameter distance, in the present model we must also recalibrate the sound
horizon. We will now present the required steps.
7.2.1. Recalibration of the early universe: recombination and decoupling
In the standard FLRW models volume–average comoving observers are used to calibrate
quantities associated with the CMB. Since the Buchert equations are also written with
respect to these observers, in recalibrating the standard calculations associated with the
radiation–dominated era, it is easiest to again use the volume average. However, the
changed relationship between the volume–averaged quantities and our observations at
the present epoch must be accounted for.
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One direct route to the required recalibration comes from the observation that at
early times γ¯ → 1, an approximation which is valid not only in the radiation–dominated
era but also for much of the early matter–dominated “dark ages” of the universe before
galaxies form. From eq. (67) we see directly that our observed redshifts, z, are then
related to the equivalent volume–averaged quantity, z¯, by
1 + z ≃ 1
γ¯
0
a¯0
a¯
=
1
γ¯
0
(1 + z¯) (85)
for processes at early epochs.
The first quantities of interest are those associated with recombination and matter–
photon decoupling. To discuss such effects we must add the energy density of radiation
ρ¯
R
=
ρ¯
R0
a¯4
0
a¯4
=
π2g∗
30
(kBT¯ )
4
~3c5
, (86)
to the r.h.s. of eq. (34). Here the degeneracy factor relevant for the standard model of
particle physics, g∗ = 3.36, is assumed. The bare cosmological parameters (43)–(45) are
then supplemented by the bare radiation density parameter
Ω¯R =
8πGρ¯
R0
a¯4
0
3H¯
2
a¯4
. (87)
Similarly to (55) the bare parameter (87) is related to a conventional dressed parameter
ΩR = γ¯
4(τ) Ω¯R , (88)
relative to wall observers if referred to the frame (40) synchronous with our clocks at
any epoch.
In addition to adding (86) to the energy density in the r.h.s. of eq. (34), we also note
that with our chosen boundary conditions the universe is homogeneous and isotropic
with close to zero spatial curvature initially, fv ≃ 0 and f˙v ≃ 0, so that in the very early
epochs near last scattering (34) simply becomes the Friedmann equation
˙¯a
2
a¯2
=
8πG
3
(
ρ¯
M0
a¯3
0
a¯3
+
ρ¯
R0
a¯4
0
a¯4
)
, (89)
pertinent to a spatially flat universe containing matter and radiation. Thus all the
standard early time calculations apply, with the crucial proviso that eq. (85) must be
used to relate a¯0/a¯ to the redshifts we determine as wall observers at the present epoch.
The epoch of matter–radiation equality occurs when
Ω¯M0
Ω¯R0
= γ¯
0
(1 + zeq) =
γ¯
0
ΩM0
ΩR0
(90)
so that 1 + zeq = ΩM0/ΩR0 as is standard in terms of the “conventional” normalisation
of parameters (55), (88) defined with respect to (40).
The conditions which define the epochs of decoupling and recombination do not
differ at all from the standard case in so far as volume–averaged quantities are used.
In particular, recombination may be defined as the epoch when the ionisation fraction
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decreases to Xe = 0.1, where Xe is given by the Saha equation for the equilibrium
ionisation fraction,
1−Xe
Xe
2 =
4
√
2 ζ(3) ηBγ√
π
(
kBT¯
mec2
)3/2
exp
(
B
kBT¯
)
, (91)
where me is the mass of the electron, B the binding energy of hydrogen and ηBγ is given
by (84). Decoupling occurs roughly at the epoch when
H¯ ≃ 1
n¯eσT
=
1
ηBγn¯γXeσT
, (92)
where n¯γ is given by (82), n¯e is the (bare) number density of electrons, Xe, is given by
solving (91) with T¯ /T¯ 0 = a¯0/a¯, and σT is the Thomson cross-section.
While the locally measured energy scales of recombination and decoupling are
unchanged – modulo any small differences from small changes to ηBγ – since these are
physical scales determined by quantities such as the binding energy of hydrogen, what is
important for cosmological calibrations is that decoupling occurs at a parameter value
a¯0
a¯dec
=
T¯ dec
T¯ 0
=
γ¯
0
Tdec
T0
=
γ¯
0
a0
adec
= γ¯
0
(1 + zdec)
≃ 1100γ¯
0
. (93)
In the numerical example of §6.3, we see that a volume–average void observer therefore
estimates last–scattering to occur at a redshift, z¯dec+1 ≃ 1518, as compared to the wall
value zdec + 1 ≃ 1100.
The sound horizon can be calculated in the standard fashion from (89), using the
fact that the speed of sound in the plasma prior to decoupling is
cs =
c√
3(1 + 0.75 ρ¯
B
/ρ¯γ)
. (94)
We therefore find that the proper distance to the comoving scale of the sound horizon
at any epoch is
D¯s =
a¯(t)
a¯0
c√
3 H¯0
∫ x¯dec
0
dx¯√
(1 + 0.75 Ω¯B0x¯/Ω¯γ0)(Ω¯M0x¯+ Ω¯R0)
, (95)
where x¯ = a¯/a¯0, so that x¯dec = γ¯
−1
0
(1 + zdec)
−1. There are small differences in each of
the factors in the integrand as compared to the corresponding expression for the FLRW
model, as well as the factor of γ¯
0
−1 in the upper limit of integration. Furthermore, the
overall Hubble distance is the bare one, referring to the volume average. Relative to the
average Hubble constant measured by wall observers we have
c
H¯0
=
c(γ¯
0
− γ¯′
0
)
H0
. (96)
For the numerical example of §6.3, c/H¯0 = 6200 Mpc, while the proper length
scale of the sound horizon is D¯s(tdec) ≃ 0.152 ± 0.002 Mpc at last scattering, or
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D¯s(t0) ≃ 230±2 Mpc at the present epoch. Since this second scale refers to the volume–
average comoving rulers, in conversion to the conventional frame (40) synchronous with
our clocks, we have Ds(τ0) = γ¯0
−1D¯s(t0) = 166.8± 1.5 Mpc. We note that the proper
length scale at last–scattering is the same whether determined by the wall observer or
the void observer, since γ¯ ≃ 1 at that epoch; i.e., it is a standard ruler set by local
physics.
Since the wall measure Ds(τ0) ≃ 167 Mpc is the one that most directly compares
to the corresponding scale in the FLRW model, it is the one which should be compared
with the WMAP best–fit value of Ds(ΛCDM)(t0) ≃ 147 Mpc [6]. Since these values are
computed with values of the observed Hubble constant which differ by 14%, it actually
makes more sense to compare them as Ds(τ0) = 103.4± 0.8 h−1 Mpc for our case (with
h = 0.62), and Ds(ΛCDM)(t0) = 104 h
−1 Mpc for the concordance ΛCDM model (with
h = 0.71). Allowing for the different Hubble parameters, we see that the comoving
scales in fact agree.
The comoving baryon oscillation scale of ∼ 100 h−1 Mpc is now independently
verified in the concordance ΛCDM model from its statistical signature in galaxy
clustering statistics [63]. This determination is of course related to angular diameter
distances in the standard FLRW geometry, and the details of the analysis should be
thoroughly checked in the present model. Since the geometry (40) is by our arguments
the closest thing to a FLRW geometry in terms of luminosity distance and angular
diameter distance measurements, the fact that the scale determined by Eisenstein et
al. and Cole et al. is reproduced in the present model should not be a surprise if it is
correct. The numerical example of §6.3 was chosen as one case of parameters which
fit both the supernovae data and the first Doppler peak while resolving the lithium
abundance anomaly, rather than by its match to the baryon acoustic oscillation scale
in galaxy clustering statistics. Other parameters exist which allow one to match the
angular scale of the sound horizon but not the comoving baryon acoustic oscillation
scale, but these also have a poor fit to the supernovae [17]. Since galaxy clustering
statistics are an important model discriminator [64], the fact that our new concordance
parameters appear to match the comoving baryon oscillation scale is encouraging. The
details of galaxy clustering statistics in the new cosmological model still need to be
thoroughly investigated from first principles.
7.2.2. Fitting the first Doppler peak in the CMB anisotropy spectrum
The angle subtended by the sound horizon provides the rough measure of the angular
position of the first Doppler peak that we will adopt. Actual computation of the angular
power spectrum would unfortunately require that we systematically rewrite the existing
numerical codes which are calibrated to the Friedmann equation. Nonetheless, the
proposed measure is close physically, and as a proof of principle we simply need to check
whether the model gives the corresponding angular scale determined for the concordance
ΛCDM model, δs(ΛCDM) = 0.01004±0.00004 rad, where the error is a statistical one from
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parameter fits [6].
For the numerical example of §6.3 we find that the quantity rw which solves
(69) for the comoving distance to the last scattering surface at a¯0/a¯dec = 1518 is
rw dec = 3.73c/(a¯0H¯0). Thus
dA dec =
a¯0rw dec
γ¯
0
(1 + zdec)
= a¯decrw dec = 15.2Mpc, (97)
and since D¯s(tdec) ≃ 0.152±0.002 Mpc, the observed angular scale δs = D¯s/dA dec = 0.01
rad, is reproduced, for values of the baryon–to–photon ratio which concord with lithium
abundance measurements. We should note that the angular scale of the sound horizon
does not coincide exactly with the angular position of the first peak in the ΛCDM
model and cannot be expected to do so in the present model either. Although the entire
detailed analysis of the WMAP data needs to be redone, since we are assuming entirely
standard physics for the photon–matter plasma and since the effect of dark energy is
negligible at the time of last scattering in the case of ΛCDM, we should expect that the
small difference between the exact angular position of the first peak and the angular
scale of the sound horizon should be similar in the present model. However, until the
detailed calculations have been performed, in looking at the broader parameter space
for the new cosmology we should only expect to match the angular scale of the sound
horizon of the concordance ΛCDM model at the level of a few percent, rather than as
precisely as the numerical example considered here.
We have therefore established that the model is viable in terms of the angular
position of the first Doppler peak. In future, physicists and astronomers must take
care in saying that this angular scale is a “measure” of average spatial curvature. It
is not – it might perhaps be said to be a measure of local spatial curvature; in an
inhomogeneous universe this need not coincide with the spatial curvature measured at
the volume average. In changing the na¨ıve assumption that our measurements coincide
with the volume average, we have shown that a systematic analysis accounting for
both gravitational energy and spatial curvature variations can agree quantitatively with
observation. In the present model the angular position of the first Doppler peak might be
said to be a “measure” of average negative spatial curvature at the present epoch, since
zero average spatial curvature now gives a much smaller value of rw, and consequently
an angle too large by a factor of two. However, I believe it would be safer to reserve
statements about “measures” of spatial curvature to tests [5, 58] which do not make
model–dependent assumptions about global averages.
7.3. Anomalies in large angle CMB multipoles
There are other anomalies which can be understood in the general framework of
inhomogeneous cosmologies, whose resolution does necessarily rely on the particular
recalibration of cosmological parameters presented here, but which may be naturally
understood in the present framework. One particular anomaly in this class is the
so–called “axis–of–evil” [4]. It has been known for some time that realistic large
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matter inhomogeneities nearby can generate a significant contribution to the CMBR
dipole via the Rees–Sciama effect [65]. Foreground inhomogeneities cannot generate the
entire dipole since generically the fractional temperature anisotropy in the quadrupole
generated by the Rees–Sciama effect is of the same order as that due to the dipole
[66]. However, it is very possible that realistic foreground inhomogeneities can produce
fractional temperature anisotropies of order |∆T |/T ∼ 10−5 in both the dipole and
quadrupole [67].
It is therefore very interesting to note that a statistical study of several possible
systematic errors in the WMAP data by Freeman et al. [68] indicates that, of the
several effects they studied, a 1–2% increase in the magnitude of the peculiar velocity
attributed to the CMB dipole was the only one which may potentially resolve anomalies
associated with large angle multipoles. This is precisely the order of magnitude of
effect we would expect from a |∆T |/T ∼ 10−5 contribution from a Rees–Sciama dipole.
Effectively, our current estimate of the magnitude of the peculiar velocity would include
a 1–2% systematic error due to a small anomalous boost. Disentangling the small
Rees–Sciama dipole from the dominant contribution of our own peculiar velocity with
respect to the cosmic rest frame would require an enormous computational effort, and
the sky maps would have to be redrawn. However, in the interests of our fundamental
understanding of the universe, these steps should be taken.
7.4. Expansion age and structure formation
It is a general feature of the present model that the expansion age is larger at any
given epoch than that of the currently favoured ΛCDM model, allowing more time
for structure formation. Since old structures are observed at epochs which often seem
somewhat too early in terms of the standard paradigm, this is particularly pleasing.
Since the age of the universe is position–dependent in the new paradigm, there are in
fact different aspects to the solution presented here.
First of all, in terms of wall time, which is relevant to all bound systems, the age
of the universe is generally about 1 to 1.5 billion years older than the best–fit age to
the WMAP data [6] using the standard ΛCDM model. Partly, this can be understood
in terms of the value of the Hubble constant, which is about 14% lower in our case, in
agreement with the recent value of Sandage et al. [52].
The second important issue surrounding the expansion age is that it is considerably
larger for volume average observers than for observers in galaxies. Whereas wall time is
the appropriate time parameter for actual measurements in bound systems, including
the oldest globular clusters with nucleochronology dates of order 15±1 Gyr, the question
arises as to which parameter is the one that is closest to the parameter assumed in the
N–body simulations in Newtonian gravity by which structure formation is modelled at
present. Since such simulations refer to perturbations about a cosmic mean, it would
appear logically that volume–average time is the relevant parameter. If this is the case,
then the fact that too much structure is obtained within simulated voids, as compared
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to actual observation [9, 69], could have a very simple explanation: the integration time
assumed is too short.
For the numerical example of §6.3 the relevant N–body simulations should be run
for 18.6Gyr of volume–average time. Since the relative proportions of baryonic and
non–baryonic dark matter are also recalibrated, the choice of boundary conditions in
the simulations would also be changed.
One of the ultimate lessons of the present paper is that Newtonian concepts are
inadequate to fully understand the large scale structure of the universe. We ultimately
need a better post–Newtonian approximation scheme which accounts for the existence
of a finite infinity scale, and gravitational energy gradients. Nonetheless, by simple
recalibration of various parameters, accounting for the clock effects, it is quite possible
that some of the puzzles of N–body simulations could be resolved. This issue should be
fully investigated.
7.5. The Hubble bubble and scale of homogeneity
Recent analysis of SneIa data by Jha, Riess and Kirshner [70] confirms an effect which
has been known about for some time, and has been interpreted as our living in a local
void [11], the “Hubble bubble”. By the latest estimates, if one excludes SneIa within the
Hubble bubble at redshifts z <∼ 0.025, then the value of the Hubble constant obtained
is lower by 6.5 ± 1.8% [70]. It is for this reason that SneIa at z ≤ 0.023 have been
excluded from the Riess et al. Gold06 dataset [51], whereas they were included in the
Gold04 dataset [50]. The Hubble bubble is particularly problematic for the standard
ΛCDM paradigm, since there is no natural grounds for choosing a locally measured
Hubble constant, or alternatively excluding the Hubble bubble. Jha, Riess and Kirshner
show that the difference between these two choices using their MLCSk2 data–fitting
techniques and a simulated sample for the ESSENCE survey, can lead to differences of
up to order 20% in the parameter, w, deduced for the dark energy equation of state
P = wρ [70]. Analysis of the first results of the ESSENCE survey [71] confirms that
this effect could contribute as much as 0.065 in the systematic error budget for the w
parameter in actual data obtained to date.
The existence of the Hubble bubble, if interpreted conventionally as a large local
void expanding into a more slowly expanding surrounding space, gets to the heart of
the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox. If this is typical, rather than a statistical fluke,
how can the overall expansion rate still be uniform? The answer in the present model
is definitive. The expansion is actually uniform if differences in spatial curvature and
clock rates are taken into account. If we sample standard candles below the scale of
homogeneity, then the na¨ıve assumption that all clock rates are equal will lead us to see
a sizeable variance in the Hubble flow in spite of its statistical quietness.
If we make observations within a filamentary bubble wall, such as towards the Virgo
cluster, we should infer a lower Hubble constant than the global average, H0. Ideally
this would approach the “bare” or “true” Hubble constant, H¯0, which for the example
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of §6.3 is 22% lower than H0. The effect of minivoids will increase the inferred value.
Similarly, if we make measurements to galaxies on the other side of the voids on the
dominant scale, ∼ 30h−1 Mpc, then we should infer a Hubble constant which is greater
than the global mean, H0, by a commensurate amount. This occurs since the path
integral of the photon geodesics through voids includes regions of high relative positive
gravitational energy where clock rates are faster.
Since voids occupy a greater volume of space than the bubble walls, as long as we
measure the Hubble constant by averaging isotropically over all directions on distance
scales less than the scale of homogeneity we will infer a higher value for the Hubble
constant than the global average, H0. As we sample on larger and larger scales that
approach the scale of homogeneity then the average Hubble constant will decrease until
it levels out at the global average H0.
The scale of homogeneity is only defined statistically, since structure formation is
a non–linear process. However, there is a clear operational definition of this scale: it
is the baryon acoustic oscillation scale [63], which effectively demarcates the regime of
linear perturbations from non–linear ones, on account of the causal evolution of initial
density fluctuations. For the numerical example of §6.3, this scale is at ∼ 167 Mpc in
terms of the fiducial geometry (40) synchronous with our clocks. This corresponds to a
redshift z = 0.033, and thus the Hubble bubble feature presently observed is sampled
at about 2/3 of the scale of homogeneity, consistent with our interpretation.
The Hubble bubble is not a statistical fluke which marks our location out as
anything special. In the new paradigm it is a feature we can expect on average, consistent
with the Copernican Principle.
8. Towards dynamical models on intermediate scales
8.1. Variance in the Hubble constant
The model proposed in §5 should not only be tested against all observational data in
terms of standard tests of types that have already been considered, but also in terms of
its unique predictions. One prediction is provided by eq. (42), which relates the local
Hubble parameter, H¯, at any location to the horizon volume average parameter, H .
It is difficult to empirically define a locally measured H¯, as will be discussed below.
However, I wish to stress that it is a feature of this model that it is not only the
mean value of the Hubble parameter which is important but also its variance, as is
given by the two extremes in (42). In particular, we see that resolving the Sandage–
de Vaucouleurs paradox also provides new fundamental insights into another dispute
associated historically with those two names, namely what is the value of the Hubble
constant? Sandage and collaborators for many decades favoured lower values, and de
Vaucouleurs higher values.
While it is beyond question that most of the history of the great Hubble debate
has been associated with the resolution of tricky systematic issues to do with statistical
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biases and the astrophysics of the standard objects in the cosmic distance ladder [72], it
is also evident that in the present model we should measure some underlying variance in
the Hubble constant, depending on the scale over which it is determined, as discussed in
§7.5. Once all astronomers agree on the scale of observations, as well as on the cosmic
distance ladder, then values of the Hubble constant will converge to H0. However,
“local” measurements within an ideal bubble wall would give a lower value, H¯0. The
determination of both of the parameters, H0 and H¯0 is of crucial importance to the
new paradigm, as it should ultimately be related to cosmic variance in the density
perturbation spectrum, as will be discussed in §9.
8.2. Local Hubble flow
A crucial observational question, given the extent to which Newtonian gravity is
employed by astronomers on large scales, and by those engaged in N–body structure
formation simulations, is: on what scale may Newtonian gravity be applied in
cosmology? There are three elements to the Newtonian limit: (i) the weak field limit of
general relativity is assumed, gµν = ηµν + hµν , |hµν | ≪ 1; (ii) all characteristic velocities
are smaller than that of light, v ≪ c; and (iii) pressures are negligible in comparison to
energy densities, P ≪ ρc2. One point that is often overlooked in applying Newtonian
gravity at cosmological scales is that even when the second and third approximations
hold, since space is expanding assumption (i), the weak field limit, never strictly holds in
cosmology and therefore application of Newtonian mechanics is completely ad hoc unless
the validity of the weak field limit is considered within the context of an expanding space.
To identify the scales of averaging over which the weak field limit can be applied, one
first needs to answer the question as to what is the largest scale on which the equivalence
principle can be applied [44]? Having established such a scale, the Newtonian limit
can be applied when in addition to matter satisfying properties (ii) and (iii) the
expansion rate of space is small, or equivalently Newtonian dynamics may apply on scales
over which quasilocal gravitational energy differences can be neglected. However, to
determine this scale empirically is far from trivial. One might apply Newtonian gravity
successfully to systems of tightly bound clusters of galaxies which have virialised, but it
is clear that at some level Newtonian dynamics must be modified, and the determination
of large–scale streaming motions is a point in issue.
I envisage that once the effects of quasilocal gravitational energy are better
quantified then a new post–Newtonian approximation scheme relevant to expanding
cosmological backgrounds might be developed. Within the context of such a scheme it
may be possible to quantify the maximum quasilocal energy variations in minivoids of
various sizes by application of the Traschen integral constraints [73] to the evolution of
initial underdense perturbations.
The hope is that an effective post–Newtonian approximation for expanding space
may yield much better fits to observation than is currently achieved. Techniques such as
POTENT do not appear to be particularly successful, and detailed studies of the best
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observational environment within which a linear Hubble flow is observed, namely the 10
Mpc3 “local volume”, yield a picture which is full of puzzles [41, 42]. These puzzles may
just be due to poor statistics; however, in the view of the work of the present paper, it
is possible that model assumptions must be revised already at this local scale.
One key question is the extent of anisotropy in the Hubble law. There have been
a number of attempts to determine anisotropy within the local volume, culminating
in the work of ref. [42], where the principal eigenvalues of the local Hubble tensor
are determined to be {86 ± 15 (31), 53 ± 8 (14), 40 ± 20 (34)} km sec−1Mpc−1. Here
Whiting’s 1σ confidence limits are quoted with the 90% confidence limits in brackets.
At the 90% level there is no evidence for anisotropy, and only tentative evidence at the
1σ level. Furthermore, the directions of the eigenvectors can vary by 90◦ within the
large uncertainties, and so are effectively arbitrary. It is quite possible that the 10 Mpc3
volume studied in refs. [41, 42] is too small, and that one needs to study the “local”
Hubble flow galaxies on the far side of the closest void of a 30h−1 Mpc diameter, relative
to filament directions, to see an effect.
On very large redshift scales, there is tentative evidence of anisotropy in SneIa data
[74], which is limited by present statistics. It is vitally important to the present proposal
that such studies are extended with new data, and any relevant scales determined. If
any systematic anisotropies are observed it is possible and consistent with the present
proposal that they could be due to large voids in the foreground, rather than the
background.
At this stage it is too early to quantify what should be expected in the local
volume. The greatest empirical difficulty lies in disentangling the peculiar velocities
of bound systems within finite infinity regions from underlying expansion between such
regions. A dense cluster such as Virgo should clearly be expected to be within a finite
infinity region, and exhibit the increased peculiar velocity dispersion and tidal torques
that one expects from Newtonian gravity. Those aspects of Newtonian intuition will
remain empirically valid. It is only when significant regions of freely expanding space
are incorporated in the scale under consideration that we should exercise caution: here
a revised post–Newtonian approximation scheme is required.
Since regions of expanding space beyond finite infinity possess positive quasilocal
gravitational energy, effectively the “energy required to escape” beyond finite infinity is
larger than we would estimate from the dynamics of a bound system alone. In terms of
the Newtonian Kepler problem finite infinity effectively sets the scale at which “E∞ = 0”.
However, regions beyond finite infinity have E > 0 and the energy required to reach
them is larger. A Newtonian physicist might think of this effect as “deepening” the
gravitational wells of galaxy clusters. However, since space is not static and particles
which escape beyond finite infinity do not return to the potential well from which they
originated, this is a conceptually flawed interpretation which I do not wish to encourage.
The actual circumstance is best compared with the case of a standard FLRW cosmology:
one may solve the geodesic equations that follow from (6) to show that a particle with
an initial peculiar velocity, vi, as measured locally by an isotropic observer at an epoch
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when a¯ = a¯i has a peculiar velocity (in units c = 1)
v(t) =
via¯i√
(1− v 2i )a¯2(t) + v 2i a¯ 2i
, (98)
at later epochs as measured locally by isotropic observers. This well–known result may
be interpreted as saying that peculiar velocities decay.
In the case of inhomogeneous cosmologies (98) must be replaced by a suitable
average quantity. The question of averaging the geodesic equations becomes an
interesting problem over and above the averaging in Buchert’s scheme, which just
considers the field equations. At the largest cosmological scales, we have assumed that
light follows null geodesics of the average geometry (38), and the same could be expected
to be true of timelike geodesics. However, below the scale of homogeneity – identified
with the baryon acoustic oscillation scale – this average of geodesic motion would have
to be refined.
For individual voids, where an observer will detect a differential rate of expansion
from zero at the zero expansion surface to a maximum at the void centre, it would appear
from quasilocal energy considerations that we should have sharper localised decays of
peculiar velocities than for a homogeneous model. This needs to be confirmed by detailed
modelling; the LTB models would be appropriate for studying individual voids. This
question is left for future work; but has clear direct implications for the statistical
quietness of the average Hubble flow, and the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox.
8.3. Dynamics of galaxy clusters
Even though a revised post–Newtonian approximation scheme remains to be established,
one clear physical difference that the present model will make is in any situation in which
3H2/(8πG) is taken to be a measure of the closure density which demarcates bound
from unbound systems. One situation in which this regularly occurs in observational
cosmology is through the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) model [75] for galaxy clusters,
which are estimated to have a density profile
ρ(r) = ρcr
δC(
r/rS
) (
1 + r/rS
)2 , (99)
where δC = 200C
3/[3 ln(1 + C) − C/(1 + C)], r is a radial distance within the cluster,
and rS and C = r200/r are two empirical parameters, respectively the “scale radius”,
and “concentration parameter”. When the NFW model is used in cosmological tests –
for example, in order to determine the ratio of baryons to dark matter as a function of
redshift [53], the critical density is calibrated with redshift as ρcr(z) = 3H
2(z)/(8πG).
Physically, as long as ρcr represents a closure density, then it must correspond to the
true critical density, 3H¯
2
/(8πG), and as indicated earlier this may be typically 40–80%
of the value of the critical density estimated from the global average Hubble constant
at late epochs. Unfortunately, the NFW model is essentially an empirical fit to the
results of N–body CDM simulations in Newtonian gravity. Thus one cannot make any
simple qualitative statement about how its use might change if the closure density is to
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be recalibrated. If similar empirical fits apply then the only obvious deduction we can
make is that if ρcr is effectively overestimated at late epochs, then the density contrast
δC is effectively underestimated. Consequently, in the present model as long as eq. (99)
remains empirically valid we would expect the density contrast in galaxy clusters to be
higher than is usually assumed.
If there are any testable consequences that follow from such considerations, then
they may possibly apply to highly dynamical non–equilibrium circumstances, such as
that of the collision of the galaxy clusters observed in the “bullet cluster” 1E0657-56
[76]. The high velocity of the gas shock front trailing the smaller sub–cluster in 1E0657-
56 appears anomalously high [77] as compared to expectations from the masses of the
sub–clusters inferred by using weak gravitational lensing and with the NFW or King
[78] profiles. Others have argued that such high velocities may not be all that rare
statistically speaking [79]. Since it is quite possible that the dynamics of such systems
may change in the present model, without invoking new forces of nature [77], this issue
deserves further investigation.
It is clear that any model–dependent assumptions related to weak gravitational
lensing need to be carefully re–examined. Furthermore, in the strong lensing regime
time delays in gravitational lensing events, which exhibit some puzzles [80], are a clear
circumstance in which the present model may give differences from the standard ΛCDM
model. Much detailed modelling remains to be done. However, it is clear that the new
paradigm is likely to give a number of predictions which differ from the standard ΛCDM
model, which can be tested.
8.4. Corrections within finite infinity domains
If we demand that a revised post–Newtonian approximation scheme is required beyond
finite infinity, a natural question to ask is: to what extent will such effects persist
within the finite infinity domains, given the fact that there must be a nontrivial distance
between the zero expansion surface and finite infinity? Could the zero expansion surface
lie so close to galaxies that the (presumably small) differences of spatial expansion could
influence their rotational dynamics?
I will not answer this question here, since if it extends to near galactic levels then we
are dealing with scales where vorticity cannot be neglected, as we have in our averaging
approximations. It is quite possible that given the non–linearities introduced by
vorticity, the first step in the weak–field limit of assuming Minkowski space plus a small
perturbation is inappropriate at the galactic scale, even with only a pressureless dust
energy–momentum tensor. Arguments of this sort have been presented by Cooperstock
and Tieu [81, 82]. While such arguments may have promise, unfortunately the analysis
of refs. [81, 82] contains potential flaws which have been much debated††. The variant
†† In particular, quite apart from any criticisms which have been raised concerning the physical nature
of singularities in the z = 0 plane of the galactic matter distribution, Cooperstock and Tieu have given
their results in terms of a radial coordinate which does not correspond to the physical proper radius.
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of the Cooperstock–Tieu model proposed by Balasin and Grumiller [84] is particularly
interesting, since these authors find a significant reduction in dark matter, but not its
complete elimination – which accords well with our cosmological parameter estimates
based on the baryon acoustic oscillation scale [17]. Whatever results from a careful
analysis of the proposals of refs. [81, 84], it has only an indirect bearing on our discussion,
since the present proposal relates to scales of averaging very much larger than galactic
scales, and the problem of galactic dynamics could involve more ingredients than those
considered by these authors.
The only direct consequence of the present proposal vis–a`–vis dark matter, is that
the recalibration of cosmological parameters will potentially result in substantial changes
to the matter budget, both in the overall fraction of matter in our observed portion of
the universe relative to the critical density, and in the ratio of non–baryonic to baryonic
dark matter. The numerical example of §6.3, which fits observations well, has a 3:1
ratio of non–baryonic dark matter to baryonic matter. As indicated in §8.3, the exact
value of this ratio cannot be fully resolved until gravitational lensing and the question
of the estimate of masses of clusters of galaxies has been re–examined. This may involve
some subtle recalibrations which are likely to change the overall dark matter budget in
a fashion which is difficult to foresee.
If any further changes are to be made at the level of galactic dynamics, such changes
should be made by solving geodesic equations within the context of general relativity,
for appropriate non–asymptotically flat backgrounds. If any modification of Newtonian
dynamics is encountered at the level of galactic bound orbits, then it may primarily be
due to non–linear couplings between dust and spatial vorticity. Whether the present
proposal has anything further to add at galactic scales can only be decided once we
construct a dynamics for systems embedded in finite infinity regions. The scale at which
the negative curvature of the voids becomes manifest may be an important boundary
condition.
It is my view that we should think deeper and harder about general relativity,
rather than resorting to ad hoc Newtonian forces or adding terms to the gravitational
action which are not justified from any other observations or any fundamental physical
principles. When non–baryonic dark matter candidates are postulated, then those which
Using the metric (1) of ref. [82] one sees that the invariant proper circumference of their axial Killing
vector vanishes at r = ew(r,z)N(r, z), and that the roles of ∂/∂φ and ∂/∂t as spacelike and timelike
vectors would be reversed for r < ewN . In fact, since the invariant norm of the Killing vector ∂/∂t
diverges at r = ewN , there is a singularity there and the region r < ewN is not physical. The true centre
of the galaxy when expressed in terms of proper distances is at the coordinate surface r = ewN . Since
the locally measured rotational velocity tends to the speed of light as one approaches this “galactic
centre” the approximations used break down there. This is the explicit manifestation of the criticisms by
others [83], which have been commented on in refs. [81, 82], that comoving coordinates cannot be chosen
globally in the presence of vorticity. Cooperstock and Tieu point out that their choice of boundary
conditions removes the potential problems at r = ewN . With different boundary conditions, Balasin
and Grumiller [84] avoid any potentially singular source in the z = 0 plane, but have unfortunately
made the error of failing to identify the true centre of the galaxy, so as to excise the unphysical region.
It is possible that the main results of ref. [84] may survive the correction of this error.
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naturally have almost no standard model interactions [85] would seem easiest to reconcile
with the rest of cosmology, rather than those that result from fundamental modifications
to gravity. While I do not see any obvious role for MOND [86], we should be open to the
possibility of phenomenological changes to Newtonian gravity, and actively investigate
models in which the assumptions of asymptotic flatness are changed.
Direct changes to Newtonian expectations could conceivably arise for particles in
orbits unbound to galactic structures, as discussed at the end of §8.2. For example, if
we were to send a spacecraft on a hyperbolic orbit with a large enough escape velocity
to leave the galaxy, and ideally the local group, then we might well expect to register
clock anomalies as compared to Newtonian predictions. It should be noted that the
Pioneer spacecraft do not qualify as their escape velocities from the solar system should
leave them still bound to the galaxy [87]. The present proposal relies on space in
bound systems being non–expanding, and if it is correct attempts to explain the Pioneer
anomaly [88] in terms of the expansion of the universe must fail. Indeed, careful attempts
to consider the Pioneer anomaly in this fashion give an effective Newtonian acceleration
in the opposite direction to the observed anomaly [89]. In my view, it is far more likely
that the Pioneer anomaly – if it is anything other than instrumentational – is more likely
to be explained in terms of a careful consideration of quasilocal gravitational binding
energy differences between the solar system and the galactic frames.
A question of principle does remain. In the present context, gravitational binding
energy differences may be larger than is assumed when dealing with ideal asymptotically
flat geometries. We have assumed that differences in total gravitational energy between
our location and finite infinity can be neglected for cosmological averaging. It is
conceivable that the question of “where is infinity?” which is central to my proposal
may also be related to issues associated to gravitational binding energy. The Pioneer
and other flyby anomalies all appear to involve a potential misunderstanding of energy
transfer processes [90] as spacecraft gain energy to move into orbits which are hyperbolic
with respect to either the solar system frame, or planetary frame as relevant. Thus the
understanding of gravitational energy in relation to the true notion of asymptotic infinity
may reveal subtleties not yet considered. To date discussions of gravitational binding
energy generally appeal to asymptotic flatness [25], and it is clear that at some level
this must be corrected. The notion of finite infinity may be relevant to the framework
within which such issues should ultimately be debated.
One experiment that would settle this issue would be a space probe mission to fly
a cosmic microwave background imager on a trajectory similar to those of the Pioneer
spacecraft, to measure the mean temperature of the CMB to the accuracy required if it
is assumed that the observed anomaly is a clock effect related to gravitational energy.
A very small deviation in the mean CMB temperature, showing a consistent decrease
at very large distances, would be expected over the course of the mission. It is quite
possible that measurements of the required accuracy are not yet technically feasible.
Nonetheless, such a mission may become feasible over the course of the next century.
A commensurate decrease in the angular scale of the CMB anisotropies would also be
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expected in principle, due to variations in spatial curvature, but at a level so tiny that
it is likely to be beyond technical feasibility for even longer.
Collisions between galaxies could conceivably provide an astrophysical arena in
which individual stars are ejected at high enough escape velocities for them to escape
from galaxy clusters, and make the local clock effects I am concerned with readily
measurable‖. In practice, such events are at such distances that it is unlikely that we
could resolve individual stars ejected far from the galaxies. In the case of galaxy or
galaxy cluster mergers, what we principally observe are the bound systems within finite
infinity domains, for which there will be no direct clock effects. The only indirect tests
might involve mass determinations, as in the case of the bullet cluster mentioned above.
Since we observe such mergers at one epoch in the progress of the collision, and cannot
play the movie forwards or backwards, the issue of statistics [79] is likely to make claims
of a definitive test on these lines hard to justify, however.
8.5. Traversal of voids
The immediate question that is asked by many of those who are presented with this
model is: surely we must observe clocks in voids that would rule out these effects? The
answer, unfortunately, is that voids by definition have large negative density contrasts,
and thus we do not actually observe matter within them. It is possible to find samples of
galaxies in very thin filamentary structures within voids. However, a galaxy by definition
is a bound system, and is within a finite infinity domain. The proper distance to finite
infinity is much less for a void galaxy than a cluster galaxy; however, it is still within
a region where clock differences can be expected to be negligible when measured at
cosmological distances. Even the gas cloud precursors to galaxies, which are clumped
with a sufficient density to be detectable via absorption signals, are contained within
finite infinity domains.
It is only if the effects of quasilocal gravitational energy persist within finite infinity
regions that we might expect to see differences, for example, in rotation curves of void
galaxies as opposed to cluster galaxies. However, as I indicated in §8.4, without detailed
modelling such a possibility remains a pure speculation, which does not follow in an
obvious fashion from considerations about the quasilocal energy of the expansion of
space or spatial curvature variations.
Apart from photons, the only particles that regularly traverse voids are high–energy
protons and other cosmic rays. One might be concerned that the GZK bound [91]
would be altered since the CMB temperature measured by isotropic observers is lower
in voids in the present model, allowing higher charged particle energies to achieve the
equivalent centre–of–momentum energy associated with the standard calculation of the
GZK bound. However, since high–energy charged particles originate from sources in
in galaxies within the filamentary walls, there will be a compensating decrease in their
energies as measured by a void observer. This is equivalent to saying that the decay of
‖ I thank Alex Nielsen for this suggestion.
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peculiar velocities of charged particles traversing voids is expected to be greater. Thus
the GZK bound should not be grossly affected. There may be some changes due to the
fact that the energy of massive and massless particles do not scale in the same way with
redshift. However, detailed calculations, with gravitational energy changes expected
from individual voids need to be considered. It is quite conceivable that there could
be alterations to the statistics of charged particles travelling cosmological distances in
relation to the GZK bound, due to something akin to an integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect
for massive particles. To determine whether this is the case would require detailed
calculations taking account of whatever relations replace (98).
9. Primordial inflation and the origin of inertia
I will now outline why the model described in the previous sections, with its two cosmic
times, is the natural outcome of primordial inflation, via cosmic variance in the spectrum
of primordial density perturbations.
We detect temperature fluctuations in the mean CMB temperature of order
|∆T | /T ∼ 10−5, which themselves arise via the Sachs–Wolfe effect from primordial
density perturbations believed to be of order δρ/ρ∼ 10−3 in non–baryonic dark matter
at the time of decoupling. The precise value of δρ/ρ responsible for the observed
temperature anisotropies via the Sachs–Wolfe effect may actually require recalibration
since it turns out that the calibration makes use of present day values of the Hubble
constant and matter density for a smooth FLRW model. However, it is unlikely that it
should change much.
The new cosmological model requires systematic recalibration of all observed
quantities, but in a manner which should ultimately be consistent with the inflationary
spectrum and the early evolution of density perturbations according to established
theory. Since the universe is homogeneous and isotropic at early epochs, there is no
change to the underlying physics – it is merely the calibration which changes, wherever
quantities have been determined with present epoch parameters of a smooth FLRW
model. In practice, this occurs at very many steps.
It is a consequence of primordial inflation that the density fluctuations from which
all structures ultimately grow are close to scale invariant. Thus provided our particle
horizon volume is smaller than the scale of the largest perturbation at any epoch then
at some scale of averaging we will always be sampling the non–linear structure that
arose from perturbations nested inside some larger single perturbation which is still
itself effectively in the linear regime, giving an effective almost–FLRW geometry on the
largest averaging scale. We just have to be very careful about relating our observational
parameters to that geometry.
One problem with the standard linearised analysis of cosmological perturbations,
quite separate from the thorny issues associated with gauge choices, is that its
methodology introduces language which becomes totally inappropriate for dealing with
averaging at late epochs. Once large volumes of non–linear structures exist, it is more
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appropriate to think in terms of real space, rather than Fourier space. As an example,
much of the debate that followed a suggestion of Kolb et al. [92], which was corrected
in their later work [19], concerned the issue of “super–horizon sized” as opposed to
“sub–horizon sized” modes.
Of course, only matter within our past lightcone can have a causal influence on the
geometry of the universe we observe today. However, in reality all density perturbations
are finite regions of space, nested within each other like Russian dolls. As with all other
observers in bound systems we are sitting on overdense galaxy perturbations embedded
in underdense regions embedded in overdense galaxy cluster perturbations etc. If we
follow this hierarchy up to the largest observable scale, then we can imagine that we
are sitting inside an underdense perturbation that is commensurate with the size of our
present horizon volume. If this is the case, when did its effects become apparent to us?
Those versed in linearised analysis at early epochs speak about perturbations starting to
have an influence when they “cross the horizon”. However, for perturbations which are
relatively large in comparison to our Hubble volume, the perturbation “crossing time”
is significant. Does a perturbation begin to have a noticeable effect when 50% of its
spatial volume is within one’s past light cone, or 75%, or what? Since general relativity
is causal it is certainly not true that a density perturbation has an instantaneous impact
on spacetime geometry the moment that the boundary of a perturbation pops through
the past light cone at some event.
For the reasons above, I observe that while present geometry must result from
Einstein’s equations applied to sub–horizon–sized volumes, arguments about whether
the perturbations responsible for back–reaction at late epochs are a few times smaller
than our present horizon volume, or slightly larger than our present horizon volume, are
not productive. Two scales are involved:
(i) The finite infinity region scales are very much smaller than the particle horizon
volume. These surround bound systems, are truly in the “non–linear regime” and
define the reference point of our clocks.
(ii) The large scales comparable to the horizon volume are characterised by
perturbations still in the “linear regime” and define large–scale geometry. They
define the clocks of observers at volume average positions in freely expanding space
which differ from those in bound systems.
In dealing with the large scales we are talking not about smooth uniform perturbations
with no substructure but about statistical correlations between disjoint regions that
emerge over billions of years after galaxies have started to form. That is why an
averaging scheme, which deals with a void volume fraction as in this paper, is preferred.
Once a best–fit to cosmological parameters is found, one can determine the size of the
primordial perturbations responsible.
The effects of individual perturbations will continue to have an influence on the
geometry of spacetime over time scales commensurate with the size of each perturbation.
As long as the volume of the observed universe is smaller than the scale of the largest
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perturbation, cosmic variance will ensure that back–reaction is important. If this notion
is not familiar to the reader, I will now explain the idea from first principles.
9.1. Particle horizon volume selection bias and cosmic variance
Take an initial spatial hypersurface corresponding to the end of the inflationary epoch.
Onto this hypersurface randomly scatter small blobs of all proper sizes, allowing blobs
to fall inside other blobs, from some smallest scale, up to some largest scale B. Larger
blobs will naturally contain all smaller blobs, according to a distribution which could in
principle be calculated. The fact that there exists a largest scale, B, of perturbations is
simply due to the fact that inflation ends, so there must be a cut–off to the spectrum
of perturbations at some upper bound. Scales larger than B will be called the bulk, and
the density averaged in the bulk will be extremely close to the true critical density.
The density of the blobs is assumed to be Gaussian–distributed about the true
critical density, and the distribution is assumed to be scale–invariant in the following
sense. Let us consider a volume, V, of the spatial hypersurface very much larger than
the cut–off B. Then for density perturbations of any given proper volume scale the
fraction of the proper volume of V contained in the blobs of any particular scale will
be roughly equal, with the same mean density as the bulk. Tiny blobs, T , each have a
small volume but are much more numerous. Furthermore, when sampled on the bulk
scale, a collection of perturbations on any scale will have the same mean density as the
bulk, whether it is the tiniest scales, T , or any intermediate scale, S.
Now let us consider the intermediate scale, S, which we will suppose is the scale
of the perturbation which will be the dominant one determining the present epoch
geometry of our observed portion of the universe, which is nearly FLRW. We will assume
that S is commensurate with our present horizon volume, possibly somewhat smaller
or larger. Since we are dealing with a single perturbation S, rather than a statistical
ensemble of them, its mean density can be different from the bulk critical density, and
since our observed universe is void–dominated at present, we assume it to be underdense.
We also immediately run into a further sampling issue. While the tiny scales,
T , sampled within S will still have a mean density distributed about the bulk critical
density, just as if they had been sampled on the bulk scale V, as soon as we approach
scales, L, which are smaller than but close to the scale S, then a discrepancy will arise.
Each density perturbation, being a macroscopic region of space with a mean density has
to be wholly contained in some other density perturbation. If two perturbations were to
“overlap” then the overlap region is just a third perturbation with a mean density of the
mean of the first two perturbations. As the scales of perturbations become comparable
there are fewer ways to fit one perturbation inside another. For scales L close to that of
S, the number of perturbations in the sample will be very small indeed, and on average
we expect the mean density of the limited sample to differ from the sample of the same
scales within the bulk, through a
√
N statistic. I will call these effects – combined with
the fact that the overall single perturbation represented by the volume S has an average
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density different from the mean of the whole distribution – the particle horizon volume
selection bias.
Density perturbations at last scattering will, of course, give rise to temperature
fluctuations in the CMBR through the dominant Sachs–Wolfe effect, and what I have
just defined as the particle horizon volume selection bias is the reason for cosmic variance
in the two-point angular correlation function of CMBR temperature anisotropies [93]
being much larger at low angular multipoles, as is well–understood. As the phrase
cosmic variance is often used solely for the distribution of observed CMB temperature
anisotropies, I have introduced an alternative terminology. However, the particle horizon
volume selection bias is just one consequence of the variance in the underlying spectrum
of nearly scale invariant density perturbations. It is that underlying variance in the
perturbations, which I am referring to as cosmic variance in a broader sense.
9.2. Cosmic perturbations and cosmic evolution
Given the picture above of the macroscopic volume of space at last scattering from
which our observable universe formed, the story of its evolution to the present day can
be understood. If we consider the spatial extent of our present horizon volume at last
scattering, then it will contain an initial underdense dust void volume fraction, fvi,
consistent with (73) correlated on scales very large compared to the particle horizon
at last scattering. Different values of fvi consistent with the bound (73), and values
of (δρ/ρ)vi consistent with the primordial spectrum, give different initial void volume
fractions for numerical modelling.
An observer starting from an initial point which goes on to form a galaxy will
be inside an overdense region, which itself will be a perturbation contained within
the large fraction of S which averages to critical. Such perturbations can be treated
as constrained perturbations in an Einstein–de Sitter background. An observer in
such a perturbation will at first perceive that she lives in a closed universe while the
perturbation remains within the linear regime, but after the perturbation turns around
and collapses, it is other larger perturbations which remain in the linear regime and
which define the dominating perturbation and back–reaction at any particular epoch.
An observer starting at one of the initial parcels of fluid which develops to be a void at
the present epoch will have quite a different interpretation of cosmic history.
The problem of explaining the existence of voids in structure formation simulations
is now readily understood to be a consequence of the fact that the wrong mean density
has been assumed. It is the true critical density which must be assumed in structure
formation simulations: the average density we measure on the scale of S today has not
evolved smoothly by the Friedmann equation from the true critical density. By assuming
that it does we come to choose random perturbations about the wrong mean. Once a
suitable initial void volume fraction, fv, is determined by fitting the overall cosmological
evolution to Type Ia supernovae and gamma–ray burster luminosity distances, the CMB,
and the acoustic oscillation scale in galaxy clustering statistics, then suitable boundary
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conditions for structure formation simulations can be specified.
9.3. Mach’s principle
It is interesting to note that since primordial inflation ensures that the expansion rate
of the universe is uniform at the time of last scattering, and since this gives a true
universal critical density which defines the true surfaces of homogeneity, and therefore
a reference point for inertial frames, primordial inflation effectively gives us a version
of Mach’s principle, even if not the one Mach would have originally envisaged. Because
there is a true critical density there is a real sense in which it is all the matter in
the Universe which defines the reference point of inertial frames. This just relies on
the general properties of inflation, rather than any specific inflationary model. Specific
versions of Mach’s principle which relate to rotating frames can be understood in terms
of the causal evolution of angular momentum perturbations [94, 95], with an initial
distribution as expected from inflation. The arguments in the present paper amount to
the statement that those aspects of the definition of inertial frames that relate to the
normalisation of clocks can similarly be understood in terms of the causal evolution of
density perturbations, with an initial distribution as expected from inflation. Further
refinements of the formalism and predictions should be made by exploiting the Traschen
integral constraints [73, 96].
10. Discussion
In this paper I have proposed a dramatically new interpretation of averaged cosmological
quantities, in the context of standard general relativity. The Einstein equations are
retained, as is the geodesic postulate (or theorem for those who regard it as such) that a
test particle follows a timelike geodesic, and that it measures a proper time defined by the
metric. What is abandoned is a simplifying assumption about averaging a cosmological
spacetime geometry.
Given that space within bound systems is not expanding the pertinent question
is not: “What effect does expanding space have on bound systems?” [26]; but “How
does expanding space affect local determinations of cosmological parameters within
expanding regions in a way which would distinguish them from local determinations of
cosmological parameters made within bound systems?” The conventional assumptions
that our clocks tick at a rate equal to that of a volume–averaged comoving observer,
and that the average spatial curvature we measure in galaxy clusters also coincides with
the volume average, are required neither by theory, principle nor observation.
The first key step in understanding this is that total gravitational energy – including
the quasilocal energy of the expansion of space and spatial curvature variations, as well
as gravitational potential differences in bound systems – can play a role in gravitational
time dilation and this can be globally manifest in a universe whose spatial matter
distribution is as inhomogeneous as the one we live in. Different classes of ideal isotropic
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observers can each measure a uniform CMB with no dipole anisotropy, while measuring
a different mean temperature and different angular anisotropy scales. The second key
understanding is that since the universe did initially expand at a uniform rate, there is
a true critical density despite present day inhomogeneity, which does define a universal
energy scale that demarcates bound systems from unbound ones. With the identification
of finite infinity this allows us to identify a global mean expansion rate – we just need
to define this expansion rate operationally, as it will generally differ from the average
expansion when measured over our entire past horizon volume today according to a single
clock. The third key understanding is that apart from the CMB all our cosmological
observations are on bound systems, leading to an observer selection effect: even if our
clock rates and spatial curvature measurements differ negligibly from those in distant
galaxies, the same measurements can differ systematically at the volume average of
our observable universe in freely expanding space. These understandings lead to a
definition of average homogeneity by the obvious requirement that the expansion rate is
homogeneous, once quasilocal expansion of space is operationally defined with respect
to local measurements.
The new picture of the universe is both familiar and strange to twentieth century
physicists. There is an average homogeneous isotropic geometry, but one which does not
evolve according to the Friedmann equation. The fact that our clocks and measurements
inferred from them do not coincide with those at a volume average position means that
the universe has an age which is position–dependent, being as old as 21 billion years
in the centres of voids. Yet all observers in bound systems will nonetheless agree on it
being of order 15 billion years old. The ultimate fate of the universe – whether it will
expand forever or not – is undecidable, at the present epoch at least. We must wait until
the scale of the largest primordial perturbation is correlated within our past light cone
before we can know whether the universe will ultimately collapse.
The new proposal renders the terminology of “open” and “closed” universes
somewhat obsolete. I therefore propose to call this model the Fractal Bubble Universe.
I use the word “fractal” here with some trepidation, as it has come to be popularly
associated with those who wish to impose a mathematical structure on the universe as
an extra principle of nature¶ [97]. In my view, that is taking one notion of mathematical
beauty too far. Physics proceeds from principles to do with basic observable quantities
such as energy and momentum; my proposal aims to refine the understanding of those
quantities by better characterising quasilocal gravitational energy in cosmology. This
relates to the operational understanding associated with averaging the left hand side of
Einstein’s equations, rather than imposing a fractal structure on the energy–momentum
tensor [98]. While fractals are ubiquitous in nature, such structures arise from physical
¶ It should be noted that the Copernican Principle advanced in §2 is distinct from Mandelbrot’s
Conditional Cosmological Principle [97], which is further discussed by Mittal and Lohiya [98].
Mandelbrot assumes galaxies are fractally distributed and the universe appears the same at any galaxy,
but not in voids. I argue that there is a notion of homogeneity whether viewed from galaxies or voids;
one just needs to be careful about relating this to local measurements.
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processes and are always limited to a range of scales. It is certainly true that a void–
dominated universe at the present epoch would be consistent with a fractal distribution
of galaxies at some scales, and on those scales the observed universe may appear
hierarchical in the sense that de Vaucouleurs argued for [30]. I suggest the word “fractal”
insofar as it aptly encompasses those observations. Whether the distribution of galaxies
is strictly fractal or not in some precise mathematical sense is a point which has been
much debated [31, 99], and will no doubt continue to be debated, but is not in any way
directly relevant to the arguments I have presented.
This new proposal, if it is correct, means that present epoch “dark energy” is
an historical accident resulting from a misidentification of gravitational energy, which
is not local and cannot be fully described by the internal energy of a fluid–like
quantity. Furthermore, this new understanding should provide a much richer and deeper
framework for theoretical cosmology and observational modelling. The changes are not
small, as every average cosmological parameter must be systematically recalibrated.
However, once these changes are made many avenues of new research directions will
open up. Qualitatively, cosmic variance becomes as important a feature as cosmic
averages in the new paradigm. While the historical argument among astronomers over
the value of the Hubble constant is for the most part due to systematic issues, there is an
intrinsic variance related to the choice of averaging scale which may have contributed to
these contentions. This variance, as quantified by eq. (42), should ultimately be related
to cosmic variance in the primordial density perturbation spectrum.
The coincidence problem in the standard ΛCDM model, as to why the fraction of
dark energy should be commensurate with the fraction of clumped matter at the present
epoch, is eliminated since present epoch dark energy is eliminated. Furthermore, the
other coincidence as to why cosmic “acceleration” should occur at the same epoch when
the largest structures form is naturally solved. Voids are associated with negative spatial
curvature, and negative spatial curvature is associated with the positive gravitational
energy which is largely responsible for the gravitational energy gradient between bound
systems and the volume average. Since gravitational energy directly affects relative clock
rates, it is at the epoch when the gravitational energy gradient changes significantly that
apparent cosmic acceleration is seen.
Some potential directions for future work and a number of potentially distinctive
cosmological tests have been suggested in §7, §8 and §9.2. Clearly, variations
in quasilocal energy should be modelled from a more suitable formalism, e.g., a
generalisation of [25, 35, 36], accounting for the integral constraints [73, 94, 96]. Any
better understanding of quasilocal gravitational energy in one dynamical situation can
only help improve our understanding in other situations, such as the choice of average
slicing for numerical studies of black hole encounters. The mean lapse or “gravitational
energy parameter”, γ¯, which is in a sense related to the non–affinity of wall time, τ , on
volume–average dust geodesics, appears to play a role analogous to the surface gravity in
black hole models, although the latter is defined for null foliations. In the cosmological
context, the first integral (50), which may also be written as fw ≃ γ¯2Ω¯M , is perhaps the
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single most important equation that follows from the definition of finite infinity.
As theoretical physicists we are altogether too much inclined to add all sorts of
terms to the gravitational action, even if they potentially violate basic principles such
as causality as in the case of “phantom energy”, rather than thinking deeply about the
basic operational issues of our subject. I believe we should guard the principles that
have worked until they can be proved to fail. It is my own view that Einstein was correct
about general relativity, and what I have presented here follows logically from his theory
when combined with initial conditions given by primordial inflation. As a consequence
even our understanding of Einstein’s most famous equation for the rest energy of a
test particle, E = mc2, must be further refined in cosmology since in truly expanding
regions two widely separated inertial observers cannot be at rest relative to each other.
However, the refinement of the notion of “rest” energy merely clarifies an aspect of the
theory, quasilocal gravitational energy, which Einstein knew to be incomplete.
Nature is of course the final arbiter of all ideas; so it is pleasing that in addition to
achieving concordance with supernovae data and the baryon acoustic oscillation scale,
the present model may resolve a number of observational anomalies. In addition to
the fact that the expansion age is generally larger in the present model, allowing
more time for structure formation, the specific observation of ellipticity in the CMB
anisotropies [5, 58] is clearly consistent with the present paradigm. The problem of
lithium abundances [7] can likewise be understood, since the baryon fraction obtained
from standard nucleosynthesis bounds for a given volume–average baryon–to–photon
ratio, ηBγ , can be higher. Although we have given generic arguments and explicit
calculations to show that the generic features of the CMB anisotropy spectrum such as
the angular scale of the first Doppler peak and the ratio of the heights of the first and
second peaks will fit the recalibrated cosmological parameters, much work needs to be
done to write detailed numerical codes to perform fits to the WMAP data in as much
detail as has been done for the standard ΛCDM model [6].
Whatever the outcome of observational tests on the new cosmological model, the
questions I have raised are, I believe, so fundamental to the foundations of cosmology
that they must be seriously considered. If I am wrong, then the following questions
remain: What is the energy content of an expanding space of varying curvature and
what is its influence on particle clocks? Can average spatial curvature vary to the
extent that we infer different angular scales in the CMB anisotropy spectrum to those
at the volume average? What is the largest scale on which the equivalence principle can
be applied? Where is the effective spatial infinity vis–a`–vis a bound system? How do
we resolve the Sandage–de Vaucouleurs paradox? How do we explain the existence of
voids? Why does the observed universe appear to undergo “accelerated” expansion just
at the epoch when structure forms? How do we define average surfaces of homogeneity
in a very lumpy universe? A working framework which seeks to quantitatively answer all
of these issues without changing the principles of our best theory of gravitation stands
a better chance of success, I believe, than alternative hypotheses which ignore these
foundational questions.
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